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——————————————————————————————————————————

Summary

——————————————————————————————————————————

1. (S/NF) By many measures, Tunisia should be a close US ally. But

it is not. While we share some key values and the country has a

strong record on development, Tunisia has big problems. President

Ben Ali is aging, his regime is sclerotic and there is no clear

successor. Many Tunisians are frustrated by the lack of political

freedom and angered by First Family corruption, high

unemployment and regional inequities. Extremism poses a

continuing threat. Compounding the problems, the GOT brooks no

advice or criticism, whether domestic or international. Instead, it

seeks to impose ever greater control, often using the police. The

result: Tunisia is troubled and our relations are too.

2. (S/NF) In the past three years, US Mission Tunis has responded

by offering greater cooperation where the Tunisians say they want

it, but not shied from making plain the need for change. We have

had some successes, notably in the commercial and military

assistance areas. But we have also had failures. We have been
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blocked, in part, by a Foreign Ministry that seeks to control all our

contacts in the government and many other organizations. Too

often, the GOT prefers the illusion of engagement to the hard work

of real cooperation. Major change in Tunisia will have to wait for

Ben Ali’s departure, but President Obama and his policies create

opportunities now. What should we do to take advantage of them?

We recommend:

— keep a strong focus on democratic reform and respect for human

rights, but shift the way we promote these goals; — seek to engage

the GOT in a dialogue on issues of mutual interest, including trade

and investment, Middle East peace, and greater Maghreb

integration; — offer Tunisians (with an emphasis on youth) more

English-language training, educational exchanges, and cultural

programs; — move our military assistance away from FMF, but

look for new ways to build security and intelligence cooperation;

and, — increase high-level contacts but stress that deeper US

cooperation depends on real Tunisian engagement. End Summary.

——————————————————————————————————————————

The Backdrop: Historic Relations and Shared Values

——————————————————————————————————————————

3. (SBU) The United States and Tunisia have 200 years of close ties

and common interests, including advancing regional peace,

combating terrorism, and building prosperity. Since independence,

Tunisia deserves credit for its economic and social progress.

Without the natural resources of its neighbors, Tunisia focused on

people and diversified its economy. In a success all too rare, the

GOT is effective in delivering services (education, health care,

infrastructure and security) to its people. The GOT has sought to 

build a &knowledge economy8 to attract FDI that will create high

value-added jobs. As a result, the country has enjoyed five percent

real GDP growth for the past decade. On women’s rights, Tunisia is

a model. And, Tunisia has a long history of religious tolerance, as

demonstrated by its treatment of its Jewish community. While
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significant challenges remain (above all the country’s 14 percent

unemployment rate) on balance Tunisia has done better than most

in the region.

4. (SBU) On foreign policy, Tunisia has long played a moderate role

(although recently its goal has been to &get along with everyone8).

The GOT rejects the Arab League boycott of Israeli goods. Although

it broke ties with Israel in 2000, the GOT has from time to time

taken part in quiet discussions with Israeli officials. The GOT also

supports Mahmoud Abbas’ leadership of the Palestinian Authority.

Tunisia participated in the Annapolis conference and has

supported our efforts to promote Israeli-Palestinian negotiations.

The GOT is like-minded on Iran, is an ally in the fight against

terrorism, and has maintained an Embassy in Iraq at the Charge

level. Moreover, Tunisia recently signed a debt forgiveness

agreement with the GOI on Paris Club terms; it is the first Arab

country to do so.

5. (SBU) Finally, although Tunisians have been deeply angry over

the war in Iraq and perceived US bias towards Israel, most still

admire the &the American dream.8 Despite the anger at US

foreign policy, we see a growing desire for English-language

instruction, a wish for more educational and
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scientific exchanges, and a belief in the American culture of

innovation. Tunisians see these as important for their future.

——————————————————————————————————————————

The Problem: A Sclerotic Regime and Growing Corruption

——————————————————————————————————————————

6. (C) Despite Tunisia’s economic and social progress, its record on

political freedoms is poor. Tunisia is a police state, with little 

freedom of expression or association, and serious human rights 

problems. The GOT can point to some political progress in the last
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decade, including an end to prior review of books and ICRC access

to many prisons. But for every step forward there has been

another back, for example the recent takeover of important

private media outlets by individuals close to President Ben Ali.

7. (C) The problem is clear: Tunisia has been ruled by the same 

president for 22 years. He has no successor. And, while President 

Ben Ali deserves credit for continuing many of the progressive 

policies of President Bourguiba, he and his regime have lost touch 

with the Tunisian people. They tolerate no advice or criticism, 

whether domestic or international. Increasingly, they rely on the 

police for control and focus on preserving power. And, corruption 

in the inner circle is growing. Even average Tunisians are now 

keenly aware of it, and the chorus of complaints is rising. 

Tunisians intensely dislike, even hate, First Lady Leila Trabelsi 

and her family. In private, regime opponents mock her; even those

close to the government express dismay at her reported behavior. 

Meanwhile, anger is growing at Tunisia’s high unemployment and 

regional inequities. As a consequence, the risks to the regime’s 

long-term stability are increasing.

——————————————————————————————————————————

So, What Should We Do?

——————————————————————————————————————————

13. (C) Notwithstanding the frustrations of doing business here, we

cannot write off Tunisia. We have too much at stake. We have an 

interest in preventing al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb and other 

extremist groups from establishing a foothold here. We have an 

interest in keeping the Tunisian military professional and neutral. 

We also have an interest in fostering greater political openness and

respect for human rights. It is in our interest, too, to build 

prosperity and Tunisia’s middle class, the underpinning for the

country’s long-term stability. Moreover, we need to increase

mutual understanding to help repair the image of the United States

and secure greater cooperation on our many regional challenges.
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The United States needs help in this region to promote our values

and policies. Tunisia is one place where, in time, we might find it.

——————————————————————————————————————————

The Extended Hand

——————————————————————————————————————————

14. (C) Since President Obama’s inauguration, Tunisians have been

more receptive to the United States. Senior GOT officials have

warmly welcomed President Obama’s statements and speeches.

His address in Cairo drew particular praise, with the Foreign

Minister calling it &courageous.8 Meanwhile, some civil society

contacts who had been boycotting Embassy functions in opposition

to the war in Iraq have started coming around again. Generally, the

metaphor of the &extended hand8 in President Obama’s inaugural

address has resonated powerfully with Tunisians. Concretely, the

Tunisians have welcomed many of the Obama Administration’s

actions, including the decision to close the Guantanamo Bay

detention center and the plans for troop withdrawals from Iraq.

Above all, Tunisians have been pleased by the President’s tone,

statements and actions (so far) on Middle East peace.

——————————————————————————————————————————

. . .

GODEC
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THE ‘OTT ’ LIFESTYLE OF TUNISIAN
PRESIDENT ’S SON-IN-LAW, 
INCLUDING PET TIGER

Monday, 27 July 2009, 16:09

S E C R E T TUNIS 000516 

SIPDIS 

NEA/MAG; INR/B 

EO 12958 DECL: 02/28/2017 

TAGS PREL, PTER, PGOV, PINR, ENRG, EAID, TS 

SUBJECT: TUNISIA: DINNER WITH SAKHER EL MATERI 

REF: TUNIS 338

Classified By: Ambassador Robert F. Godec for reasons 1.4 (b) and

(d)

——————————————————————————————————————————

Summary

——————————————————————————————————————————

1. (S) The Ambassador and his wife had dinner with Mohammad

Sakher El Materi and his wife, Nesrine Ben Ali El Materi, at their

Hammamet home July 17. During the lavish dinner Al Materi

raised the question of the American Cooperative School of Tunis

and said he would seek to “fix the problem prior to the

Ambassador’s departure” as a gesture to a “friend.” He praised

President Obama’s policies and advocated a two-state solution for

Israel and the Palestinians. He also expressed interest in opening 

a McDonald’s franchise and complained about the government’s

delay in passing a franchise law. He expressed pride in his Islamic

Zaitouna radio and in the interviews with opposition party leaders

published in his newly purchased newspaper publishing group.

During the evening, El Materi was alternately difficult and kind.

He seemed, on occasion, to be seeking approval. He was living,

however, in the midst of great wealth and excess, illustrating one

reason resentment of President Ben Ali’s in-laws is increasing. 

End Summary.
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——————————————————————————————————————————

The ACST Situation

——————————————————————————————————————————

2. (S) Presidential son-in-law and wealthy businessman Mohamed

Sakher El Materi, and his wife, Nesrine Ben Ali El Materi hosted

the Ambassador and his wife for dinner at their Hammamet beach

residence July 17. El Materi raised the American Cooperative

School of Tunis (ACST), asking what was happening. The

Ambassador explained the situation and emphasized that there is

anger and concern in Washington and the English-speaking

American/international community in Tunis. He said if the school

is closed, there would be serious consequences in our relations. El

Materi said he could help and would seek to resolve the situation

immediately, i.e., prior to the Ambassador’s departure. He wished,

he said, to do so for a “friend.” He noted that he had helped the UK

Ambassador secure several appointments (including a lunch with

the Prime Minister) for UK Prince Andrew during his recent visit.

Before his intervention, El Materi said, the Prince had only one

appointment with a single Minister.

——————————————————————————————————————————

Freedom of Expression

——————————————————————————————————————————

3. (S) Ambassador raised the need for more freedom of expression

and association in Tunisia. El Materi agreed. He complained that,

as the new owner of Dar Assaba, the largest private newspaper

group in the country, he has been getting calls from the Minister of

Communications complaining about articles he has been running

(Comment: This is doubtful). He laughed and suggested that

sometimes he wants to “give Dar Assaba back.” El Materi noted the

interviews his newspapers have been running with opposition

leaders (he mentioned FDTL Secretary General Mustapha Ben

Jaafar). He was clearly proud of the interviews.

4. (S) El Materi said it was important to help others, noting that
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was one reason he had adopted a son. The Ambassador mentioned

the Embassy’s humanitarian assistance projects, noting they could

not get media coverage. El Materi said forcefully they should be

covered, that it was important the Embassy seek such coverage.

He said it would counteract some of the negative US image. The

Ambassador asked if El Materi would send reporters to do stories

on the US assistance projects. El Materi said yes, absolutely.

5. (S) El Materi complained at length about Tunisian bureaucracy,

saying it is difficult to get things done. He said communication

inside the bureaucracy is terrible. He said people often “bring

wrong information” to the President implying he had to get

involved sometimes to get things corrected.

——————————————————————————————————————————

El-Materi Unplugged: Home/Personal Life

——————————————————————————————————————————

11. (S) El-Materi’s house is spacious, and directly above and along

the Hammamet public beach. The compound is large and well

guarded by government security. It is close to the center of 

Hammamet, with a view of the fort and the southern part of the 

town. The house was recently renovated and includes an infinity 

pool and a terrace of perhaps 50 meters. While the house is done in 

a modern style (and largely white), there are ancient artifacts 

everywhere: Roman columns, frescoes and even a lion’s head from 

which water pours into the pool. El Materi insisted the pieces are 

real. He hopes to move into his new (and palatial) house in Sidi 

Bou Said in eight to ten months.

12. (S) The dinner included perhaps a dozen dishes, including fish, 

steak, turkey, octopus, fish couscous and much more. The quantity 

was sufficient for a very large number of guests. Before dinner a 

wide array of small dishes were served, along with three different 

juices (including Kiwi juice, not normally available here). After 

dinner, he served ice cream and frozen yoghurt he brought in by 
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plane from Saint Tropez, along with blueberries and raspberries 

and fresh fruit and chocolate cake. (NB. El Materi and Nesrine had 

just returned from Saint Tropez on their private jet after two 

weeks vacation. El Materi was concerned about his American pilot 

finding a community here. The Ambassador said he would be 

pleased to invite the pilot to appropriate American community 

events.)

13. (S) El Materi has a large tiger (“Pasha”) on his compound, 

living in a cage. He acquired it when it was a few weeks old. The 

tiger consumes four chickens a day. (Comment: The situation 

reminded the Ambassador of Uday Hussein’s lion cage in

Baghdad.) El Materi had staff everywhere. There were at least a

dozen people, including a butler from Bangladesh and a nanny

from South Africa. (NB. This is extraordinarily rare in Tunisia, and

very expensive.)

14. (S) They have three children, two girls and a boy. Leila is four

and another daughter that is about 10 months. Their boy is

adopted and is two years old. The youngest daughter is a Canadian

citizen, by virtue of birth in Canada. The family’s favorite vacation

destination spot is the Maldives Islands.

15. (S) El Materi said he has begun an exercise and diet regime. He

has, he said, recently lost weight (it was visibly true). El Materi

said he eats in a “balanced” way. He had just spent an hour on a

bike, he claimed. Nesrine said she gets no exercise.

16. (S) Both El Materi and Nesrine speak English, although their

vocabulary and grammar are limited. They are clearly eager to

strengthen their English. Nesrine said she loves Disney World, but

had put off a trip this year because of H1N1 flu. Nesrine has, for

sometime, had Tamiflu nearby (even taking it on trips). Originally

it was out of fear of bird flu. She packs it for El Materi too when he

travels. Nesrine said she has visited several US cities. El Materi
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had only been to Illinois recently in connection with the purchase

of a plane.

——————————————————————————————————————————

Comment

——————————————————————————————————————————

17. (S) Throughout the evening, El Materi often struck the

Ambassador as demanding, vain and difficult. He is clearly aware

of his wealth and power, and his actions reflected little finesse. He

repeatedly pointed out the lovely view from his home and

frequently corrected his staff, issued orders and barked

reprimands. Despite this, El Materi was aware of his affect on the

people around him and he showed periodic kindness. He was

unusually solicitous and helpful to the Ambassador’s wife, who is

disabled. Occasionally, he seemed to be seeking approval. One

western Ambassador in Tunis, who knows El Materi, has

commented that he has western-style political skills in his

willingness to engage with ordinary citizens. It is an uncommon

trait here.

18. (S) El Materi, in recent months, has been ever more visible in

the local diplomatic community. He has clearly decided (or been

told) to serve as a point of contact between the regime and key

ambassadors. Nesrine, at age 23, appeared friendly and interested,

but nave and clueless. She reflected the very sheltered, privileged

and wealthy life she has led. As for the dinner itself, it was similar

to what one might experience in a Gulf country, and out of the

ordinary for Tunisia.

19. (S) Most striking of all, however, was the opulence with which

El Materi and Nesrine live. Their home in Hammamet was

impressive, with the tiger adding to the impression of “over the

top.” Even more extravagant is their home still under construction

in Sidi Bou Said. That residence, from its outward appearance, will

be closer to a palace. It dominates the Sidi Bou Said skyline from
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some vantage points and has been the occasion of many private,

critical comments. The opulence with which El Materi and Nesrine

live and their behavior make clear why they and other members of

Ben Ali’s family are disliked and even hated by some Tunisians.

The excesses of the Ben Ali family are growing.

Please visit Embassy Tunis’ Classified Website at:

http://www.state.sgov.gov/p/nea/tunis/index.c fm GODEC
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SAUDI KING URGES US STRIKE ON IRAN 

Sunday, 20 April 2008, 08:47 

S E C R E T SECTION 01 OF 03 RIYADH 000649

SIPDIS 

SIPDIS 

WHITE HOUSE FOR OVP, DEPARTMENT FOR NEA/ARP AND S/I 

SATTERFIELD 

EO 12958 DECL: 04/19/2018 

TAGS EAID, ECON, EFIN, IZ, PGOV, PREL, MOPS, SA, IR 

SUBJECT: SAUDI KING ABDULLAH AND SENIOR PRINCES ON

SAUDI POLICY TOWARD IRAQ 

Classified By: CDA Michael Gfoeller, Reasons 1.4 (b,d) 

1. (S) Summary: US Ambassador to Iraq Ryan Crocker and General

David Petraeus met with Saudi King Abdullah bin Abd al-Aziz,

Foreign Minister Prince Saud al-Faisal, General Presidency of

Intelligence Chief Prince Muqrin bin Abd al-Aziz, and Interior

Minister Nayif bin Abd al-Aziz during their April 14-15 visit to

Riyadh. The Saudi King and senior Princes reviewed Saudi policy

toward Iraq in detail, all making essentially the same points. They

said that the Kingdom will not send an ambassador to Baghdad or

open an embassy until the King and senior Saudi officials are

satisfied that the security situation has improved and the Iraqi

government has implemented policies that benefit all Iraqis,

reinforce Iraq’s Arab identity, and resist Iranian influence. The

Saudis evinced somewhat greater flexibility regarding the issues

of economic and humanitarian assistance for Iraq and debt

forgiveness. In a conversation with the Charge’ on April 17, Saudi

Ambassador to the US Adel al-Jubeir indicated that the King had

been very impressed by the visit of Ambassador Crocker and

General Petraeus, and al-Jubeir hinted that the Saudi government

might announce changes to its Iraq policy before the President’s

visit to Riyadh in mid-May. End Summary. 
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——————————————————————————————————————————

Positive Signs in Iraq 

——————————————————————————————————————————

2. (S) In all their meetings with the Saudi royals, both Ambassador

Crocker and General Petraeus conveyed the progress in Iraq and

confirmed the negative role Iran is playing in Iraq. They

characterized the recent ISF-led operations in Basra and Baghdad

as having a striking effect against the Shia militias, most

importantly turning Iraqi public opinion away from the militias.

While Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki’s decision to take action

against the militias was described as hasty and not well-planned,

Ambassador Crocker and General Petraeus emphasized that any

tactical shortfalls were overshadowed by the greater positive effect

of unifying Iraq and demonstrating the GOI’s, and most specifically

al-Maliki’s, determined resolve to take on the Shia militias,

especially Jaysh al-Madhi. Concurrently, these operations

unequivocally demonstrated Iran’s subversive activities in Iraq

and its broader regional ambitions. Throughout all their

discussions, Ambassador Crocker and General Petraeus stressed

the importance and urgent need for the Saudis to join us in

supporting Iraq. 

——————————————————————————————————————————

The Saudi Embassy Issue 

——————————————————————————————————————————

3. (S) King Abdullah, the Foreign Minister, and Prince Muqrin all

stated that the Saudi government would not send an ambassador

to Baghdad or open an embassy there in the near future, citing

both security and political grounds in support of this position. The

Foreign Minister stated that he had considered dispatching an

ambassador and had sent Saudi diplomats to Baghdad to identify a

site for the Saudi embassy. However, he said. “the King simply

forbade us to go any farther.” King Abdullah confirmed this

account in a separate meeting with Ambassador Crocker and

General Petraeus. The King asserted that the security situation in
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Baghdad was too dangerous for him to risk sending a Saudi

ambassador there. “He would immediately become a target for the

terrorists and the militias,” he said. 

4. (S) The King also rejected the suggestion that by sending a

Saudi ambassador to Baghdad he could give essential political

support to the Iraqi government as it struggles to resist Iranian

influence and subversion. He expressed lingering doubt on the

Iraqi government’s willingness to resist Iran. He also repeated his

frequently voiced doubts about Iraqi Prime Minister al-Maliki

himself by alluding to his “Iranian connections.” The Saudi

monarch stated that he does not trust al-Maliki because the Iraqi

Prime Minister had “lied” to him in the past by promising to take

certain actions and then failing to do so. The King did not say

precisely what these allegedly broken promises might have been.

He repeated his oft heard view that al-Maliki rules Iraq on behalf of

his Shiite sect instead of all Iraqis. 

5. (S) However, in a potentially significant move, the King did not

reject the idea of dispatching a Saudi ambassador to Baghdad

completely. Instead, he said that he would consider 
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doing so after the Iraqi provincial elections are held in the autumn.

The conduct of these elections would indicate whether or not the

Iraqi government is truly interested in ruling on behalf of all Iraqis

or merely in support of the Shia, King Abdullah asserted. 

——————————————————————————————————————————

Grudging Acknowledgment of Change in Iraq 

——————————————————————————————————————————

6. (S) The Foreign Minister signaled another potential softening in

Saudi policy by saying that the Kingdom’s problem was not with 

al-Maliki as a person but rather with the conduct of the Iraqi

government. The King himself admitted that the Iraqi
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government’s performance has improved in recent months and

grudgingly accepted the point that al-Maliki and his security forces

have indeed been fighting extremists, specifically Shia extremists

in both Basra and Baghdad and Sunni extremists and Al Qaeda in

Mosul. However, the King and the senior Princes argued that more

time would be required to judge whether the recent change in Iraqi

behavior was lasting and sincere. The King suggested that much of

the Iraqi government’s improved performance is attributable to US

prodding rather than change in Iraqi attitudes. 

7. (S) The Foreign Minister also suggested that the USG should

prod Ayatollah Sistani to speak out in favor of a unified Iraq and

national reconciliation among different Iraqi sects and groups.

“You have paid a heavy price in blood and treasure, and Sistani and

his people have benefited directly. You have every right to ask this

of him,” Prince Saud al-Faisal said. 

——————————————————————————————————————————

Possible Saudi Economic Assistance 

——————————————————————————————————————————

8. (S) The King, Prince Muqrin, and the Foreign Minister all

suggested that the Saudi government might be willing to consider

the provision of economic and humanitarian assistance to Iraq.

Prince Muqrin asked Ambassador Crocker and General Petraeus to

send him a list of the kinds of assistance that the US government

would like to see the Kingdom provide Iraq. Al-Jubeir later told the

Charge’ that this assistance would be separate from the USD 1

billion in aid that the Saudi government had promised at the

Madrid Conference but still not delivered due to security worries.

He said that the Madrid commitment consisted of $500 million in

trade credits and $500 million in project assistance with strict

conditionally, along the lines of what the World Bank would

require. Al-Jubeir added that the assistance the Saudi government

might provide via Prince Muqrin would initially be in the range of

$75-$300 million. 
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——————————————————————————————————————————

Possible Debt Relief 

——————————————————————————————————————————

9. (S) The King noted that Saudi debt relief for Iraq “will come at

some point,” although he did not say when. Al-Jubeir told the

Charge’ that debt relief is a real possibility. He also noted that the

Saudi government might make changes to its Iraq policy, perhaps

including both assistance and debt relief, prior to the President’s

visit to Riyadh. 

——————————————————————————————————————————

The Need to Resist Iran 

——————————————————————————————————————————

10. (S) The King, Foreign Minister, Prince Muqrin, and Prince

Nayif all agreed that the Kingdom needs to cooperate with the US

on resisting and rolling back Iranian influence and subversion in

Iraq. The King was particularly adamant on this point, and it was 

echoed by the senior princes as well. Al-Jubeir recalled the King’s 

frequent exhortations to the US to attack Iran and so put an end to 

its nuclear weapons program. “He told you to cut off the head of 

the snake,” he recalled to the Charge’, adding that working with 

the US to roll back Iranian influence in Iraq is a strategic priority 

for the King and his government. 

11. (S) The Foreign Minister, on the other hand, called instead for

much more severe US and international sanctions on Iran,

including a travel ban and further restrictions on bank lending.

Prince Muqrin echoed these views, emphasizing that some

sanctions could be implemented without UN approval. The Foreign

Minister also stated that the use of military pressure against Iran

should not be ruled out. 
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12. (S) Comment: Saudi attitudes toward Iraq, from the King on

down, remain marked by skepticism and suspicion. That said, the
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Saudis have noticed recent events in Iraq and are eager to work

with the US to resist and reverse Iranian encroachment in Iraq.

The King was impressed by Ambassador Crocker’s and General

Petraeus’ visit, as were the Foreign Minister, GPI Chief, and

Interior Minister. Cautious as ever, the Saudis may nevertheless be

willing to consider new measures in the areas of assistance and

debt relief, although further discussions will be required to make

these ideas a reality. End Comment. 

13. (U) This cable was reviewed and cleared by Ambassador

Crocker and General Petraeus. GFOELLER 
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CHINA ‘WOULD ACCEPT ’ KOREAN
REUNIFICATION 

S E C R E T SEOUL 000272 

SIPDIS 

EO 12958 DECL: 02/22/2034 

TAGS PREL, PGOV, KNNP, ECON, SOCI, KS, KN, JA”>JA”>JA, CH 

SUBJECT: VFM CHUN YOUNG-WOO ON SINO-NORTH KOREAN

RELATIONS 

Classified By: AMB D. Kathleen Stephens. Reasons 1.4 (b/d). 

——————————————————————————————————————————

Summary

——————————————————————————————————————————

1. (S) Vice Foreign Minister Chun Yung-woo told the Ambassador

February 17th that China would not be able to stop North Korea’s

collapse following the death of Kim Jong-il (KJI). The DPRK, Chun

said, had already collapsed economically and would collapse

politically two to three years after the death of Kim Jong-il. Chun

dismissed ROK media reports that Chinese companies had agreed to

pump 10 billion USD into the North’s economy. Beijing had “no will”

to use its modest economic leverage to force a change in Pyongyang’s

policies — and the DPRK characterized as “the most incompetent

official in China” — had retained his position as chief of the PRC’s 6PT

delegation. Describing a generational difference in Chinese attitudes

toward North Korea, Chun claimed XXXXXXXXXXXX believed

Korea should be unified under ROK control. Chun acknowledged the

Ambassador’s point that a strong ROK-Japan relationship would

help Tokyo accept a reunified Korean Peninsula. End summary.

——————————————————————————————————————————

VFM Chun on Sino-North Korean Relations... 

——————————————————————————————————————————

2. (S) During a February 17 lunch hosted by Ambassador Stephens

that covered other topics (septel), ROK Vice Foreign Minister and

former ROK Six-Party Talks (6PT) Head of Delegation Chun Yung-
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woo predicted that China would not be able to stop North Korea’s

collapse following the death of Kim Jong-il (KJI). The DPRK, Chun

said, had already collapsed economically; following the death of

KJI, North Korea would collapse politically in “two to three years.”

Chun dismissed ROK media reports that Chinese companies had

agreed to pump 10 billion USD into the North’s economy; there was

“no substance” to the reports, he said. The VFM also ridiculed the

Chinese foreign ministry’s “briefing” to the ROK embassy in Beijing

on Wang Jiarui’s visit to North Korea; the unidentified briefer had

“basically read a Xinhua press release,” Chun groused, adding that

the PRC interlocutor had been unwilling to answer simple

questions like whether Wang had flown to Hamhung or taken a

train there to meet KJI. 

3. (S) The VFM commented that China had far less influence on

North Korea “than most people believe.” Beijing had “no will” to

use its economic leverage to force a change in Pyongyang’s policies

and the DPRK leadership “knows it.” Chun acknowledged that the

Chinese genuinely wanted a denuclearized North Korea, but the

PRC was also content with the status quo. Unless China pushed

North Korea to the “brink of collapse,” the DPRK would likely

continue to refuse to take meaningful steps on denuclearization. 

XXXXXXXXXXXX 

4. (S) Turning to the Six Party Talks, Chun said it was “a very bad

thing” that Wu Dawei had retained his position as chief of the PRC’s

delegation. XXXXXXXXXXXX said it appeared that the DPRK

“must have lobbied extremely hard” for the now-retired Wu to stay

on as China’s 6PT chief. [NAME REMOVED] complained that Wu is

the PRC’s XXXXXXXXXXXX an arrogant, Marx-spouting former

Red Guard who “knows nothing about North Korea, nothing about

nonproliferation and is hard to communicate with because he

doesn’t speak English.” Wu was also a hardline nationalist, loudly

proclaiming — to anyone willing to listen — that the PRC’s

economic rise represented a “return to normalcy” with China as a

great world power. 
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——————————————————————————————————————————

...China’s “New Generation” of Korea-Hands...

——————————————————————————————————————————

5. (S) Sophisticated Chinese officials XXXXXXXXXXXX stood in

sharp contrast to Wu, according to VFM Chun.XXXXXXXXXXXX

Chun claimed XXXXXXXXXX believed Korea should be unified

under ROK control.XXXXXXXXXXXX, Chun said, were ready to

“face the new reality” that the DPRK now had little value to China

as a buffer state — a view that since North Korea’s 2006 nuclear

test had reportedly gained traction among senior PRC leaders. 

——————————————————————————————————————————

...PRC Actions In A DPRK Collapse Scenario...

——————————————————————————————————————————

6. (S) Chun argued that, in the event of a North Korean collapse,

China would clearly “not welcome” any U.S. military presence

north of the DMZ. XXXXXXXXXXXX Chun XXXXXXXXXXXX

said the PRC would be comfortable with a reunified Korea

controlled by Seoul and anchored to the United States in a “benign

alliance” — as long as Korea was not hostile towards China.

Tremendous trade and labor-export opportunities for Chinese

companies, Chun said, would also help salve PRC concerns about

living with a reunified Korea. Chundismissed the prospect of a

possible PRC military intervention in the event of a DPRK collapse,

noting that China’s strategic economic interests now lie with the

United States, Japan, and South Korea — not North Korea.

Moreover, Chun argued, bare-knuckle PRC military intervention in

a DPRK internal crisis could “strengthen the centrifugal forces in

China’s minority areas.2

——————————————————————————————————————————

...and Japan

——————————————————————————————————————————

7. (S) Chun acknowledged the Ambassador’s point that a strong

ROK-Japan relationship would help Tokyo accept a reunified
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Korean Peninsula under Seoul’s control. Chun asserted that, even

though “Japan’s preference” was to keep Korea divided, Tokyo

lacked the leverage to stop reunification in the event the DPRK

collapses. STEPHENS 
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A WEDDING FEAST, THE CAUCASUS WAY

Thursday, 31 August 2006, 06:39

C O N F I D E N T I A L SECTION 01 OF 05 MOSCOW 009533 

SIPDIS 

SIPDIS 

EO 12958 DECL: 08/30/2016 

TAGS PGOV, ECON, PINR, RS”>RS 

SUBJECT: A CAUCASUS WEDDING 

Classified By: Deputy Chief of Mission Daniel A. Russell. Reason 1.4

( b, d)

——————————————————————————————————————————

Summary

——————————————————————————————————————————

1. (C) Weddings are elaborate in Dagestan, the largest autonomy in

the North Caucasus. On August 22 we attended a wedding in

Makhachkala, Dagestan’s capital: Duma member and Dagestan Oil

Company chief Gadzhi Makhachev’s son married a classmate. The

lavish display and heavy drinking concealed the deadly serious

North Caucasus politics of land, ethnicity, clan, and alliance. The

guest list spanned the Caucasus power structure — guest starring

Chechen leader Ramzan Kadyrov — and underlined just how

personal the region’s politics can be. End Summary.

2. (C) Dagestani weddings are serious business: a forum for

showing respect, fealty and alliance among families; the bride and

groom themselves are little more than showpieces. Weddings take

place in discrete parts over three days. On the first day the

groom’s family and the bride’s family simultaneously hold separate

receptions. During the receptions the groom leads a delegation to

the bride’s reception and escorts her back to his own reception, at

which point she formally becomes a member of the groom’s family,

forsaking her old family and clan. The next day, the groom’s

parents hold another reception, this time for the bride’s family and
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friends, who can “inspect” the family they have given their

daughter to. On the third day, the bride’s family holds a reception

for the groom’s parents and family.

——————————————————————————————————————————

Father of the Groom

——————————————————————————————————————————

3. (C) On August 22, Gadzhi Makhachev married off his 19 year-

old son Dalgat to Aida Sharipova. The wedding in Makhachkala,

which we attended, was a microcosm of the social and political

relations of the North Caucasus, beginning with Gadzhi’s own

biography. Gadzhi started off as an Avar clan leader. Enver

Kisriyev, the leading scholar of Dagestani society, told us that as

Soviet power receded from Dagestan in the late 1980s, the

complex society fell back to its pre-Russian structure. The basic

structural unit is the monoethnic “jamaat,” in this usage best

translated as “canton” or “commune.” The ethnic groups

themselves are a Russian construct: faced with hundreds of

jamaats, the 19th century Russian conquerors lumped cantons

speaking related dialects together and called them “Avar,”

“Dargin,” etc. to reduce the number of “nationalities” in Dagestan

to 38. Ever since then, jamaats within each ethnic group have been

competing with one another to lead the ethnic group. This

competition is especially marked among the Avars, the largest

nationality in Dagestan.

4. (C) As Russian power faded, each canton fielded a militia to

defend its people both in the mountains and the capital

Makhachkala. Gadzhi became the leader from his home canton of

Burtunay, in Kazbek Rayon. He later asserted pan-Avar ambitions,

founding the Imam Shamil Popular Front — named after the great

Avar leader of mountaineer resistance to the Russians — to

promote the interests of the Avars and of Burtunay’s role within

the ethnic group. Among his exploits was a role in the military

defense of Dagestan against the 1999 invasion from Chechnya by
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Shamil Basayev and al-Khattab, and his political defense of Avar

villages under pressure in Chechnya, Georgia and Azerbaijan.

5. (C) Gadzhi has cashed in the social capital he made from

nationalism, translating it into financial and political capital — as

head of Dagestan’s state oil company and as the single-mandate

representative for Makhachkala in Russia’s State Duma. His

dealings in the oil business — including close cooperation with U.S.

firms — have left him well off enough to afford luxurious houses in

Makhachkala, Kaspiysk, Moscow, Paris and San Diego; and a large

collection of luxury automobiles, including the Rolls Royce Silver

Phantom in which Dalgat fetched Aida from her parents’ reception.

(Gadzhi gave us a lift in the Rolls once in Moscow, but the legroom

was somewhat constricted by the presence of a Kalashnikov

carbine at our feet. Gadzhi has survived numerous assassination

attempts, as have most of the still-living leaders of Dagestan. In

Dagestan he always travels in an armored BMW with one,

sometimes two follow cars full of uniformed armed guards.)

6. (C) Gadzhi has gone beyond his Avar base, pursuing a multi-

ethnic cadre policy to develop a network of loyalists. He has sent

Dagestani youths, including his sons, to a military type high school

near San Diego (we met one graduate, a Jewish boy from Derbent

now studying at San Diego state. He has no plans to enter the

Russian military).
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Gadzhi’s multi-ethnic reach illustrates what the editor of the

Dagestani paper “Chernovik” told us: that in the last few years the

development of inter-ethnic business clans has eroded traditional

jamaat loyalties.

7. (C) But the Avar symbolism is still strong. Gadzhi’s brother, an

artist from St. Petersburg, ordered as a wedding gift a life-sized

statue of Imam Shamil. Shamil is the iconic national symbol,
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despite his stern and inflexible character (portrayed in Tolstoy’s

“Hadji-Murat” as the mountaineers’ tyrannical counterpart to the

absolutist Tsar). Connection with Shamil makes for nobility among

Avars today. Gadzhi often mentions that he is a descendant on his

mother’s side of Gair-Bek, one of Shamil’s deputies.

——————————————————————————————————————————

The Day Before

——————————————————————————————————————————

8. (C) Gadzhi’s Kaspiysk summer house is an enormous structure

on the shore of the Caspian, essentially a huge circular reception

room — much like a large restaurant — attached to a 40-meter high

green airport tower on columns, accessible only by elevator, with a

couple of bedrooms, a reception room, and a grotto whose glass

floor was the roof of a huge fish tank. The heavily guarded

compound also boasts a second house, outbuildings, a tennis court,

and two piers out into the Caspian, one rigged with block and

tackle for launching jet skis. The house filled up with visitors from

all over the Caucasus during the afternoon of August 21. The Chair

of Ingushetia’s parliament drove in with two colleagues; visitors

from Moscow included politicians, businessmen and an Avar

football coach. Many of the visitors grew up with Gadzhi in

Khasavyurt, including an Ingush Olympic wrestler named Vakha

who seemed to be perpetually tipsy. Another group of Gadzhi’s

boyhood friends from Khasavyurt was led by a man who looked

like Shamil Basayev on his day off — flip-flops, t-shirt, baseball cap,

beard — but turned out to be the chief rabbi of Stavropol Kray. He

told us he has 12,000 co-religionists in the province, 8,000 of them

in its capital, Pyatigorsk. 70 percent are, like him, Persian-

speaking Mountain Jews; the rest are a mixture of Europeans,

Georgians and Bukharans.

9. (C) Also present was Chechnya’s Duma member, Khalid (aka

Ruslan) Yamadayev, brother of the commander of the notorious

Vostok Battalion. He was reserved at the time, but in a follow-up
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conversation in Moscow on August 29 (please protect) he

complained that Chechnya, lacking experts to develop programs

for economic recovery, is simply demanding and disposing of cash

from the central government. When we pressed him on

disappearances, he admitted some took place, but claimed that

often parents alleged their children had been abducted when in

fact their sons had run off to join the fighters or — in a case the

week before — they had murdered their daughter in an honor

killing. We mentioned the abduction of a widow of Basayev,

allegedly to gain access to his money. Khalid said he had not heard

of the case, but knew that Basayev had had no interest in wealth;

he may have been a religious fanatic, but he was a “normal”

person. The fighters who remain are not a serious military force, in

Khalid’s view, and many would surrender under the proper terms

and immunities. He himself is arranging the immunity of a senior

official of the Maskhadov era, whose name he would not reveal.

10. (C) During lunch, Gadzhi took a congratulatory call from

Dagestan’s president, Mukhu Aliyev. Gadzhi told Aliyev how

honored he would be if Aliyev could drop in at the wedding

reception. There was a degree of tension in the conversation,

which was between two figures each implicitly claiming the mantle

of leadership of the Avars. In the event, Aliyev snubbed Gadzhi and

did not show up for the wedding, though the rest of Dagestan’s

political leadership did.

11. (C) Though Gadzhi’s house was not the venue for the main

wedding reception, he ensured that all his guests were constantly

plied with food and drink. The cooks seemed to keep whole sheep

and whole cows boiling in a cauldron somewhere day and night,

dumping disjointed fragments of the carcass on the tables

whenever someone entered the room. Gadzhi’s two chefs kept a

wide variety of unusual dishes in circulation (in addition to the 

omnipresent boiled meat and fatty bouillon). The alcohol 

consumption before, during and after this Muslim wedding was 
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stupendous. Amidst an alcohol shortage, Gadzhi had flown in from 

the Urals thousands of bottles of Beluga Export vodka (“Best 

consumed with caviar”). There was also entertainment, beginning 

even that day, with the big-name performers appearing both at the 

wedding hall and at Gadzhi’s summer house. Gadzhi’s main act, a 

Syrian-born singer named Avraam Russo, could not make it 

because he was shot a few days before the wedding, but there
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was a “gypsy” troupe from St. Petersburg, a couple of Azeri pop stars, 

and from Moscow, Benya the Accordion King with his family of 

singers. A host of local bands, singing in Avar and Dargin, rounded 

out the entertainment, which was constant and extremely amplified.

10. (C) The main activity of the day was eating and drinking —

starting from 4 p.m., about eight hours worth, all told —

punctuated, when all were laden with food and sodden with drink,

with a bout of jet skiing in the Caspian. After dinner, though, the

first band started an informal performance — drums, accordion

and clarinet playing the lezginka, the universal dance of the

Caucasus. To the uninitiated Westerner, the music sounds like an

undifferentiated wall of sound. This was a signal for dancing: one

by one, each of the dramatically paunchy men (there were no

women present) would enter the arena and exhibit his personal

lezginka for the limit of his duration, usually 30 seconds to a

minute. Each ethnic group’s lezginka was different — the Dagestani

lezginka the most energetic, the Chechen the most aggressive and

belligerent, and the Ingush smoother.

——————————————————————————————————————————

Wedding Day 1

——————————————————————————————————————————

11. (C) An hour before the wedding reception was set to begin the

“Marrakech” reception hall was full of guests — men taking the air

outside and women already filling a number of the tables inside,
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older ones with headscarves chaperoning dozens of teenaged girls.

A Dagestani parliamentarian explained that weddings are a

principal venue for teenagers — and more importantly their

parents — to get a look at one another with a view to future

matches. Security was tight — police presence on the ground plus

police snipers positioned on the roof of an overlooking apartment

block. Gadzhi even assigned one of his guards as our personal

bodyguard inside the reception. The manager told Gadzhi there

were seats for over a thousand guests at a time. At the height of

the reception, it was standing room only.

12. (C) At precisely two p.m. the male guests started filing in.

They varied from pols and oligarchs of all sorts — the slick to the

Jurassic; wizened brown peasants from Burtunay; and Dagestan’s

sports and cultural celebrities. Khalid Yamadayev presided over a

political table in the smaller of the two halls (the music was in the

other) along with Vakha the drunken wrestler, the Ingush

parliamentarians, a member of the Federation Council who is also

a nanophysicist and has lectured in Silicon Valley, and Gadzhi’s

cousin Ismail Alibekov, a submariner first rank naval captain now

serving at the General Staff in Moscow. The Dagestani milieu

appears to be one in which the highly educated and the gun-toting

can mix easily — often in the same person.

13. (C) After a couple of hours Dalgat’s convoy returned with Aida,

horns honking. Dalgat and Aida got out of the Rolls and were

serenaded into the hall, and into the Makhachev family, by a boys’

chorus lining both sides of the red carpet, dressed in costumes

aping medieval Dagestani armor with little shields and swords.

The couple’s entry was the signal for the emcee to roll into high

gear, and after a few toasts the Piter “gypsies” began their

performance. (The next day one of Gadzhi’s houseguests sneered,

“Some gypsies! The bandleader was certainly Jewish, and the rest

of them were blonde.” There was some truth to this, but at least the

two dancing girls appeared to be Roma.)
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14. (C) As the bands played, the marriageable girls came out to

dance the lezginka in what looked like a slowly revolving conga

line while the boys sat together at tables staring intently. The boys

were all in white shirts and black slacks, while the girls wore a

wide variety of multicolored but fashionable cocktail dresses.

Every so often someone would shower the dancers with money —

there were some thousand ruble notes but the currency of choice

was the U.S. hundred dollar bill. The floor was covered with them;

young children would scoop the money up to distribute among 

the dancers.

15. (C) Gadzhi was locked into his role as host. He greeted every

guest personally as they entered the hall — failure to do so would

cause great insult — and later moved constantly from table to table

drinking toasts with everyone. The 120 toasts he estimated he

drank would have killed anyone, hardened drinker or not, but

Gadzhi had his Afghan waiter Khan following him around to pour

his drinks from a special vodka bottle containing water. Still, he was

much the worse for wear by evening’s end. At one point we caught

up with him dancing with two scantily clad Russian women who

looked far from home. One, it turned out was a Moscow poet (later

she recited an incomprehensible poem in Gadzhi’s honor) who
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was in town with a film director to write the screenplay for a film

immortalizing Gadzhi’s defense of Dagestan against Shamil

Basayev. By 6 p.m. most of the houseguests had returned to

Gadzhi’s seaside home for more swimming and more jet-skiing-

under-the-influence. But by 8 the summer house’s restaurant was

full once more, the food and drink were flowing, the name

performers were giving acoustic renditions of the songs they had

sung at the reception, and some stupendously fat guests were

displaying their lezginkas for the benefit of the two visiting

Russian women, who had wandered over from the reception.
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——————————————————————————————————————————

The Wedding — Day 2: Enter The Man

——————————————————————————————————————————

16. (C) The next day’s reception at the Marrakech was Gadzhi’s

tribute to Aida’s family, after which we all returned to a dinner at

Gadzhi’s summer home. Most of the tables were set with the usual

dishes plus whole roast sturgeons and sheep. But at 8:00 p.m. the

compound was invaded by dozens of heavily armed mujahedin for

the grand entrance of Chechen leader Ramzan Kadyrov, dressed in

jeans and a t-shirt, looking shorter and less muscular than in his

photos, and with a somewhat cock-eyed expression on his face.

After greetings from Gadzhi, Ramzan and about 20 of his retinue

sat around the tables eating and listening to Benya the Accordion

King. Gadzhi then announced a fireworks display in honor of the

birthday of Ramzan’s late father, Ahmat-Hadji Kadyrov. The

fireworks started with a bang that made both Gadzhi and Ramzan

flinch. Gadzhi had from the beginning requested that none of his

guests, most of whom carried sidearms, fire their weapons in

celebration. Throughout the wedding they complied, not even

joining in the magnificent fireworks display.

17. (C) After the fireworks, the musicians struck up the lezginka in

the courtyard and a group of two girls and three boys — one no

more than six years old — performed gymnastic versions of the

dance. First Gadzhi joined them and then Ramzan, who danced

clumsily with his gold-plated automatic stuck down in the back of

his jeans (a houseguest later pointed out that the gold housing

eliminated any practical use of the gun, but smirked that Ramzan

probably couldn’t fire it anyway). Both Gadzhi and Ramzan

showered the dancing children with hundred dollar bills; the

dancers probably picked upwards of USD 5000 off the

cobblestones. Gadzhi told us later that Ramzan had brought the

happy couple “a five kilo lump of gold” as his wedding present.

After the dancing and a quick tour of the premises, Ramzan and

his army drove off back to Chechnya. We asked why Ramzan did
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not spend the night in Makhachkala, and were told, “Ramzan

never spends the night anywhere.”

18. (C) After Ramzan sped off, the dinner and drinking —

especially the latter — continued. An Avar FSB colonel sitting next

to us, dead drunk, was highly insulted that we would not allow him

to add “cognac” to our wine. “It’s practically the same thing,” he

insisted, until a Russian FSB general sitting opposite told him to

drop it. We were inclined to cut the Colonel some slack, though: he

is head of the unit to combat terrorism in Dagestan, and Gadzhi

told us that extremists have sooner or later assassinated everyone

who has joined that unit. We were more worried when an Afghan

war buddy of the Colonel’s, Rector of the Dagestan University Law

School and too drunk to sit, let alone stand, pulled out his

automatic and asked if we needed any protection. At this point

Gadzhi and his people came over, propped the rector between their

shoulders, and let us get out of range.

——————————————————————————————————————————

Postscript: The Practical Uses of a Caucasus Wedding

——————————————————————————————————————————

19. (C) Kadyrov’s attendance was a mark of respect and alliance,

the result of Gadzhi’s careful cultivation — dating back to personal

friendship with Ramzan’s father. This is a necessary political tool

in a region where difficulties can only be resolved by using

personal relationships to reach ad hoc informal agreements. An

example was readily to hand: on August 22 Chechnya’s

parliamentary speaker, Dukvakha Abdurakhmanov, gave an

interview in which he made specific territorial claims to the

Kizlyar, Khasavyurt and Novolak regions of Dagestan. The first

two have significant Chechen-Akkin populations, and the last was

part of Chechnya until the 1944 deportation, when Stalin forcibly

resettled ethnic Laks (a Dagestani nationality) there. Gadzhi said

he would have to answer Abdurakhmanov and work closely with

Ramzan to reduce the tensions “that fool” had caused. Asked why
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he took such statements seriously, he told us that in the Caucasus

all disputes revolve around land, and such claims can never be
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dismissed. Unresolved land claims are the “threads” the Russian

center always kept in play to pull when needed. We asked why

these claims are coming out now, and were told it was euphoria,

pure and simple. After all they had received, the Chechen

leadership’s feet are miles off the ground. (A well-connected

Chechen contact later told us he thought that raising nationalistic

irredentism was part of Abdurakhmanov’s effort to gain a political

base independent from Kadyrov.)

20. (C) The “horizontal of power” represented by Gadzhi’s

relationship with Ramzan is the antithesis of the Moscow-imposed

“vertical of power.” Gadzhi’s business partner Khalik Gindiyev,

head of Rosneft-Kaspoil, complained that Moscow should let local

Caucasians rather than Russians — “Magomadovs and Aliyevs, not

Ivanovs and Petrovs” — resolve the region’s conflicts. The vertical

of power, he said, is inapplicable to the Caucasus, a region that

Moscow bureaucrats such as PolPred Kozak would never

understand. The Caucasus needs to be given the scope to resolve

its own problems. But this was not a plug for democracy. Gadzhi

told us democracy would always fail in the Caucasus, where the

conception of the state is as an extension of the Caucasus family, in

which the father’s word is law. “Where is the room for democracy

in that?” he asked. We paraphrased Hayek: if you run a family as

you do a state, you destroy the family. Running a state as you do a

family destroys the state: ties of kinship and friendship will always

trump the rule of law. Gadzhi’s partner agreed, shaking his head

sadly. “That’s a matter for generations to come,” he said.

BURNS
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PRINCE ANDREW RAILS AGAINST
FRANCE, THE SFO AND THE GUARDIAN

Wednesday, 29 October 2008, 12:07

C O N F I D E N T I A L SECTION 01 OF 04 BISHKEK 001095 

C O R R E C T E D C O P Y (ADDRESSEE) 

Classified By: Amb. Tatiana Gfoeller, Reason 1.4 (b) and (d).

1. (C) SUMMARY: On October 28, the Ambassador participated in a

two-hour brunch to brief HRH the Duke of York ahead of his

meetings with the Kyrgyz Prime Minister and other high-level

officials. She was the only non-subject of the United Kingdom or

the Commonwealth invited to participate by the British

Ambassador to the Kyrgyz Republic. Other participants included

major British investors in Kyrgyzstan and the Canadian operator

of the Kumtor mine. The discussion covered the investment

climate for Western firms in the Kyrgyz Republic, the problem of

corruption, the revival of the “Great Game,” Russian and Chinese

influence in the country, and the Prince’s personal views on

promoting British economic interests. Astonishingly candid, the

discussion at times verged on the rude (from the British side). 

END SUMMARY.

2. (C) British Ambassador to the Kyrgyz Republic Paul Brummell

invited the Ambassador to participate in briefing His Royal

Highness Prince Andrew, the Duke of York, ahead of his October

28 meetings with Kyrgyz Prime Minister Igor Chudinov and other

high-level officials. The Prince was in Kyrgyzstan to promote

British economic interests. Originally scheduled to last an hour

over brunch, the briefing ended up lasting two hours, thanks to

the super-engaged Prince’s pointed questions. The Ambassador

was the only participant who was not a British subject or linked to

the Commonwealth. The absence of her French and German

colleagues was notable; they were apparently not invited despite

being fellow members of the European Union. Others included
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major British investors in Kyrgyzstan and the Canadian operator

of the Kumtor mine.

——————————————————————————————————————————

“YOU HAVE TO TAKE THE ROUGH WITH THE SMOOTH”

——————————————————————————————————————————

3. (C) The discussion was kicked off by the president of the

Canadian-run Kumtor mine, who described at length his

company’s travails of trying to negotiate a revised mining

concession that provides a greater stake in Kumtor’s parent

company to the Kyrgyz government in exchange for a simplified

tax regime and an expanded concession. He was followed by the

representative of the British owner of Kyrgyzneftigas, who

explained his company’s role in Kyrgyz oil exploration and

production, as well as doing his share of complaining of being

harassed and hounded by Kyrgyz tax authorities. One example he

gave was that a Kyrgyz shareholder was now suing the company,

saying that his “human rights” were being violated by the terms of

his shareholders’ agreement.

4. (C) The Prince reacted with unmitigated patriotic fervor. To his

credit, he diligently tried to understand the Kyrgyz point view.

However, when participants explained that some Kyrgyz feel that

they were “unfairly” led in the 1990s to sign unfavorable contracts

with Westerners, he evinced no sympathy. “A contract is a contract,”

he insisted. “You have to take the rough with the smooth.”

——————————————————————————————————————————

“ALL OF THIS SOUNDS EXACTLY LIKE FRANCE”

——————————————————————————————————————————

5. (C) After having half-heartedly danced around the topic for a bit,

only mentioning “personal interests” in pointed fashion, the

business representatives then plunged into describing what they

see as the appallingly high state of corruption in the Kyrgyz

economy. While claiming that all of them never participated in it
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and never gave out bribes, one representative of a middle-sized

company stated that “It is sometimes an awful temptation.” In an

astonishing display of candor in a public hotel where the brunch

was taking place, all of the businessmen then chorused that

nothing gets done in Kyrgyzstan if President Bakiyev’s son Maxim

does not get “his cut.” Prince Andrew took up the topic with gusto,

saying that he keeps hearing Maxim’s name “over and over again”

whenever he discusses doing business in this country.

Emboldened, one businessman said that doing business here is

“like doing business in the Yukon” in the nineteenth century, i.e.

only those willing to participate in local corrupt practices are able

to make any money. His colleagues all heartily agreed, with one

pointing out that “nothing ever changes here. Before all you heard

was Akayev’s son’s name. Now it’s Bakiyev’s son’s name.” At this

point the Duke of York laughed uproariously, saying that: “All of

this sounds exactly like France.”

6. (C) The Prince then turned to the Ambassador for an American

take on the situation. The Ambassador described American

business interests in the country, which range from large

investments such as the Hyatt hotel and the Katel

telecommunications company to smaller investments in a range of

sectors. She stated that part of the problem with business

conditions in Kyrgyzstan was the rapid turnover in government

positions. Some reacted to their short tenures in a corrupt manner,

wanting to “steal while they can” until they were turned out of

office. While noting the need for greater transparency in doing

business, she recounted that she had hosted the American

Chamber of Commerce’s Members Day last week (attended by the

Foreign Minister and the Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce)

which had been widely attended and a resounding success (see

reftel). She then described the beneficial impact on the Kyrgyz

economy of the Coalition Air Base at Manas Airport.
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——————————————————————————————————————————

“YOU HAVE TO CURE YOURSELF OF ANOREXIA”

——————————————————————————————————————————

7. (C) With a mock groan, the Duke of York then exclaimed: “My

God, what am I supposed to tell these people?!” More seriously, he

invited his guests to suggest ways Kyrgyzstan’s economic

prospects and attractiveness could be improved. Everyone agreed

that in his talks with the Prime Minister and others, he should

emphasize the rule of law, and long-term stability.

8. (C) Agreeing with the Ambassador’s point about rapid

government turnover, they urged him to impress upon his hosts

the importance of predictability and the sanctity of contracts in

order to attract more Western investment. At the same time, they

pointed out that none of this was necessary to attract Russian,

Kazakh, or Chinese investments. It appeared to them that the

Kyrgyz were satisfied with their level and on the verge of “not

bothering” with making the necessary improvements to attract

Western investments. Returning to what is obviously a favorite

theme, Prince Andrew cracked: “They won’t need to make any

changes to attract the French either!” Again turning thoughtful,

the Prince mused that outsiders could do little to change the

culture of corruption here. “They themselves have to have a

change of heart. Just like you have to cure yourself of anorexia. 

No one else can do it for you.”

——————————————————————————————————————————

PLAYING THE GREAT GAME (BY EXTENSION THE 

AMERICANS TOO)

——————————————————————————————————————————

9. (C) Addressing the Ambassador directly, Prince Andrew then

turned to regional politics. He stated baldly that “the United

Kingdom, Western Europe (and by extension you Americans too”)

were now back in the thick of playing the Great Game. More

animated than ever, he stated cockily: “And this time we aim to
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win!” Without contradicting him, the Ambassador gently reminded

him that the United States does not see its presence in the region

as a continuation of the Great Game. We support Kyrgyzstan’s

independence and sovereignty but also welcome good relations

between it and all of its neighbors, including Russia.

10. (C) The Prince pounced at the sound of that name. He told the

Ambassador that he was a frequent visitor to Central Asia and the

Caucasus and had noticed a marked increase in Russian pressure

and concomitant anxiety among the locals post-August events in

Georgia. He stated the following story related to him recently by

Azerbaijan’s President Aliyev. Aliyev had received a letter from

President Medvedev telling him that if Azerbaijan supported the

designation of the Bolshevik artificial famine in Ukraine as

“genocide” at the United Nations, “then you can forget about

seeing Nagorno-Karabakh ever again.” Prince Andrew added that

every single other regional President had told him of receiving

similar “directive” letters from Medvedev except for Bakiyev. He

asked the Ambassador if Bakiyev had received something similar

as well. The Ambassador answered that she was not aware of any

such letter.

11. (C) The Duke then stated that he was very worried about

Russia’s resurgence in the region. As an example, he cited the

recent Central Asian energy and water-sharing deal (septel),

which he claimed to know had been “engineered by Russia, who

finally pounded her fist on the table and everyone fell into line.”

(NOTE: Interestingly, the Turkish Ambassador to the Kyrgyz

Republic recently described her analysis of the deal to the

Ambassador in strikingly similar language. END NOTE.)

12. (C) Showing that he is an equal-opportunity Great Game

player, HRH then turned to the topic of China. He recounted that

when he had recently asked the President of Tajikistan what he

thought of growing Chinese influence in Central Asia, the
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President had responded “with language I won’t use in front of

ladies.” His interlocutors told the Prince that while Russians are

generally viewed sympathetically throughout the region, the

Chinese are not. He nodded, terming Chinese economic and

possibly other expansion in the region “probably inevitable, 

but a menace.”

——————————————————————————————————————————

RUDE LANGUAGE A LA BRITISH

——————————————————————————————————————————

13. (C) The brunch had already lasted almost twice its allotted 

time, but the Prince looked like he was just getting started. Having 

exhausted the topic of Kyrgyzstan, he turned to the general issue 

of promoting British economic interests abroad. He railed at 

British anti-corruption investigators, who had had the “idiocy” of 

almost scuttling the Al-Yamama deal with Saudi Arabia. (NOTE: 

The Duke was referencing an investigation, subsequently closed, 

into alleged kickbacks a senior Saudi royal had received in 

exchange for the multi-year, lucrative BAE Systems contract to 

provide equipment and training to Saudi security forces. END 

NOTE.) His mother’s subjects seated around the table roared their 

approval. He then went on to “these (expletive) journalists, 

especially from the National Guardian, who poke their noses 

everywhere” and (presumably) make it harder for British 

businessmen to do business. The crowd practically clapped. He

then capped this off with a zinger: castigating “our stupid (sic)

British and American governments which plan at best for ten

years whereas people in this part of the world plan for centuries.”

There were calls of “hear, hear” in the private brunch hall.

Unfortunately for the assembled British subjects, their cherished

Prince was now late to the Prime Minister’s. He regretfully tore

himself away from them and they from him. On the way out, one of

them confided to the Ambassador: “What a wonderful

representative for the British people! We could not be prouder of

our royal family!”
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——————————————————————————————————————————

COMMENT

——————————————————————————————————————————

14. (C) COMMENT: Prince Andrew reached out to the Ambassador

with cordiality and respect, evidently valuing her insights.

However, he reacted with almost neuralgic patriotism whenever

any comparison between the United States and United Kingdom

came up. For example, one British businessman noted that despite

the “overwhelming might of the American economy compared to

ours” the amount of American and British investment in

Kyrgyzstan was similar. Snapped the Duke: “No surprise there.

The Americans don’t understand geography. Never have. In the

U.K., we have the best geography teachers in the world!” END

COMMENT. GFOELLER
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MERVYN KING EXPRESSES DOUBT
OVER DAVID CAMERON AND 
GEORGE OSBORNE

Article history

2010-02-17 EMBASSY LONDON CONFIDENTIAL/NOFORN

SUBJECT: BANK OF ENGLAND GOVERNOR: CONCERN ABOUT

RECOVERY, 

Classified By: Ambassador Louis B. Susman

1. (C/NF) Summary. Reining in the UK’s debt will be the greatest

challenge facing the party that wins the expected May 6 general

election, Bank of England Governor Mervyn King told the

Ambassador in a February 16 meeting. While neither party has 

adequately detailed plans to reduce the deficit, King expressed 

great concern about Conservative leaders’ lack of experience and 

opined that Party leader David Cameron and Shadow Chancellor 

George Osborne have not fully grasped the pressures they will face 

from different groups when attempting to cut spending. King also

raised concerns about the global economic recovery, arguing that

global growth in 2010 would be anaemic and a double-dip recession

remained a possibility. Greece’s profound economic troubles will

trigger a further consolidation in power within the euro-zone, with

Germany and France likely to impose the right to scrutinize if not

exercise some control over Greek government accounts in return for

an implicit or explicit guarantee, he predicted. The UK has been on

the sidelines in the debate over Greece and could have less influence

in the EU, as Germany and France will seek greater political cohesion

in the euro-zone in the aftermath of the Greek crisis, he stated.

——————————————————————————————————————————

Bleak UK and Global Economic Picture

——————————————————————————————————————————

2. (C/NF) For the next ten months, the UK faces the challenge of

adopting deficit-reduction measures, controlling inflation and 
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addressing rising unemployment … Businesses will cut jobs faster 

this year and eliminate many part-time positions, as employers 

realize that economic recovery will be a long, drawn-out process, 

said King …

——————————————————————————————————————————

Conservatives - Not Prepared

——————————————————————————————————————————

4. (C/NF) Conservative leaders David Cameron and George Osborne 

do not fully grasp the pressures they will face when attempting to 

cut back on spending, when “hundreds of government officials will 

make pleas of why their budgets should not be reduced,” stated 

King. In recent meetings with them, he has pressed for details

about how they plan to tackle the debt, but received only

generalities in return. Both Cameron and Osborne have a tendency

to think about issues only in terms of politics, and how they might

affect Tory electorability. King also raised concerns that Osborne’s

dual roles as Shadow Chancellor of the Exchequer but also as the

Party’s general election coordinator could create potential

problems in the approach on economic issues.

5. (C/NF) King also expressed concern about the Tory party’s lack

of depth. Cameron and Osborne have only a few advisors, and 

seemed resistant to reaching out beyond their small inner circle. 

The Cameron/Osborne partnership was not unlike the Tony

Blair/Gordon Brown team of New Labour’s early years, when both

worked well together when part of the opposition party, but

fissures developed - for many reasons - once Labour was in power.

Similar tensions could arise if Cameron and Osborne disagreed on

how to handle the deficit.

7. (C/NF) The euro-zone’s move to greater political cohesion could

poise some disadvantages for the UK, King speculated. During the

February 16 ECOFIN meeting, euro-zone governments politely

listened to Chancellor Darling when he commented on the
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situation in Greece, but he was not invited to attend internal

discussions since the UK is not part of the euro-zone. It would be

incumbent for the UK to demonstrate that it has something

meaningful to say and to be constructively engaged in the EU,

should this greater political cohesion among the euro-zone

governments occur, commented King.
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NICOLAS SARKOZY STRIKES FEAR 
INTO HIS ADVISORS

Friday, 04 December 2009, 11:49

C O N F I D E N T I A L SECTION 01 OF 04 PARIS 001638 

NOFORN 

Classified By: Ambassador Charles Rivkin for reasons 1.4(b) and

(d).

1. (C/NF) Summary. At the mid-point of his five-year term, French

President Sarkozy continues to be the dominant, virtually

unchallenged, political force in France. Slowed in domestic reform

efforts by entrenched interests and the world-wide financial crisis,

Sarkozy is increasingly focused on successfully leveraging France’s

foreign policy influence on the global stage. Ambitious and action-

oriented, Sarkozy doesn’t hesitate to break traditional French

policies and reach out to new partners, from Saudi Arabia and Syria

to India and Brazil. His impatience for results and desire to seize the

initiative — with or without the support of international partners

and his own advisors — challenges us to channel his impulsive

proposals into constructive directions with an eye to long-term

results. Sarkozy himself is firmly convinced of the need for a strong

transatlantic partnership and he has long desired to be THE major

partner to the U.S. in Europe, whether on climate change and non-

proliferation or Iran and the Middle East. Our effort to secure

increased French contributions in Afghanistan offers an interesting

perspective on the centralization of key decision-making powers in

the French President and how to best work with Sarkozy as a

valued, and valuable, partner. With high-profile events like the Non-

Proliferation Treaty (NPT) prep-com next spring, and Sarkozy

preparing to lead France’s chairmanship of the G-8/G-20 in 2011, we

believe we can best secure our interests across a broad front

through continued close consultations with our French partners

(including, and perhaps especially, at the highest levels), with an

eye to leveraging Sarkozy’s strong political standing, desire for
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action, and willingness to make difficult decisions into force

multipliers for our foreign policy interests. End Summary.

——————————————————————————————————————————

DOMESTIC DRAMA BUT NO DOMESTIC OPPOSITION

——————————————————————————————————————————

2. (C/NF) Sarkozy’s domestic standing is virtually unchallenged

despite lagging opinion polls which place his personal approval

ratings at 39 percent. His center-right UMP party controls both

houses of parliament, and opposition leaders in France have spent

the past two years fighting among themselves rather than

mounting any serious political challenge to the incumbent

president. Sarkozy’s policy of “openness” in appointing opposition

politicians to high-profile positions has contributed to the

leadership drain on the left. IMF President Dominique Strauss-

Kahn and FM Kouchner are just two examples of this successful

political ploy. Despite this political security — or perhaps because

of it — there is some internal grumbling about Sarkozy’s high-

handed style within his own party, revealed by the recent attempt

to name his 23-year old son Jean Sarkozy, who is still an

undergraduate student, to a position at the head of Paris’s most

prestigious business development commission. A brilliant political

tactician, Sarkozy is raising the profile of the March 2010 regional

elections to rally his base and steal voters from the far right as

part of a ramp-up to his re-election bid in 2012. While this makes

him more sensitive to the near-term domestic political impact of

certain foreign policy issues (like Afghanistan), his domestic

stature remains fundamentally secure, freeing him to focus on his

goal of leveraging French power in Europe and globally.

——————————————————————————————————————————

FOREIGN POLICY SUCCESSES AND CHALLENGES

——————————————————————————————————————————

3. (C/NF) The net result of Sarkozy’s dominance of the domestic

political scene is that he is also one of the most secure leaders in
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Europe, with no awkward coalition partner or imminent

presidential elections to distract or hinder him. Sarkozy

occasionally recognizes that to be heard on the world stage —

whether on strategic questions or the global financial crisis —

France’s voice is amplified when speaking in concert with others.

Sarkozy has worked hard to successfully parlay an initially

awkward personal relationship with German Chancellor Merkel

into a smoothly

PARIS 00001638 002 OF 004

coordinated tandem that drives much of European policy.

Likewise, he will frequently pair with Merkel and UK PM Brown to

add needed clout to messages in Brussels and Washington.

Sarkozy’s ability to leverage his (and France’s) voice on the world

stage by building on strategic partnerships is one of his greatest

strengths; one of his greatest weaknesses, however, may be his

impatience and penchant to launch proposals with insufficient

consultation with other major players.

4. (C/NF) Sarkozy’s most visible successes to date are largely in

the foreign affairs domain, with his greatest achievements within

Europe. He championed the Lisbon treaty in his first months in

office, helping to end the stalemate over reform of EU institutions.

This was succeeded by his leadership of the rotating EU presidency

in the second half of 2008, which included the creation of the

Union for the Mediterranean (UfM), the launch of the EU’s counter-

piracy operation, and his negotiation of a cease-fire after the

Russian invasion of Georgia. Characteristically, he didn’t hesitate

to disregard European sensitivities by attempting to retain the

lead on specific portfolios where he doubted the Czech ability to

provide the necessary follow-on EU lead after Prague took over the

rotating presidency in January 2009. On security issues, Sarkozy

is equally bold. He personally authorized additional French troops

for Afghanistan at the 2008 Bucharest NATO summit and this year

he fought to bring France back into NATO’s integrated military
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command, reversing more than 40 years of bipartisan French

policy, in spite of strong skepticism within his own party and

intense opposition from others.

——————————————————————————————————————————

NEW PARTNERS, NEW IDEAS

——————————————————————————————————————————

5. (C/NF) In a departure from previous French leaders, Sarkozy

has also devoted a great deal of effort to reaching out bilaterally to

countries like Israel, Saudi Arabia and Syria, recognizing that they

are major players in the Middle East where French ambitions have

been frustrated. French officials are convinced that Sarkozy’s

outreach to Syria has made Syrian President al Asad a more

productive partner in resolving Middle East issues (although they

are hard-pressed to provide concrete examples of a change).

Sarkozy fully recognizes the growing role played by emerging

powers like Brazil (he has meet with Brazilian President Lula nine

times in the past two years) and India (whose troops he invited to

star in the July 14, 2009 military parade). He lobbied successfully

for the G-20 meeting in Washington to address the global financial

crisis, and he supports an expanded UN Security Council, which

earns him additional popularity among rising powers. The Elysee

has also looked to Brazil as a partner in climate change

negotiations and a buyer of French defense equipment — including

potentially the first overseas sale of the Rafale fighter aircraft. All

of these outreach efforts stem from genuine convictions as well as

an eye to the image of France at the center of a global network of

influential leaders.

6. (C/NF) Sarkozy is most prone to disappoint when, in his

impatience for action, he effectively “gets ahead” of other key

players and his own advisors. Sarkozy is firmly convinced that the

most intractable diplomatic problems can only be solved by getting

leaders together in person to cut through bureaucratic red tape

and make bold decisions — hence his predilection for proposing
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summits. He has little patience for the incremental steps of

diplomacy and once he latches onto an idea he is loath to let it go.

Impatient for progress in the Middle East, he has sought ways to

make France a player, first through creation of the UfM and second

by championing a summit, either in the guise of the UfM or now

through other partners (such as the U.S., the Quartet, etc) to

achieve his goals. In another example, his surprise announcement

last June in support of a new treaty on European security

architecture took many allies, and his own staff, by surprise.

Although that debate has been channelled into the OSCE Corfu

process for the present, Sarkozy is already chafing at what he

considers lack of progress on this strategic issue and is

continuously tasking his staff to come up with new proposals to

address the impasse of CFE, improve the partnership with Russia,

and provide other ideas to overcome blocked initiatives.

PARIS 00001638 003 OF 004

——————————————————————————————————————————

NO ONE TO SAY “NO”

——————————————————————————————————————————

7. (C/NF) Sarkozy has few restraints — political, personal or 

ideological — to act as a brake on his global ambitions. 

Domestically, he rewards party leaders prepared to adopt his 

policies and marginalizes any opponents with a diverse view. 

Several “favored” cabinet ministers with high profiles early in his 

administration — including Rama Yade and Rachida Dati — were 

subsequently bumped into secondary jobs after having disagreed 

with Sarkozy. On the other hand, State Secretary for European 

Affairs, Pierre Lellouche, willingly muzzled his long-term 

outspoken support for Turkish Accession to the EU in exchange for 

his current post. While Diplomatic Advisor (NSA-equivalent) Jean-

David Levitte remains a key player, with an extensive background 

in diplomacy and a calming personality, other advisors like 

Secretary General Claude Gueant are playing an increasingly 

public role. Despite having Sarkozy’s ear to various degrees, few 
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appear to exercise any significant degree of influence over the 

activist president.

8. (C/NF) Sarkozy’s own advisors likewise demonstrate little 

independence and appear to have little effect on curbing the 

hyperactive president, even when he is at his most mercurial. 

Elysee contacts have reported to us the great lengths they will go 

to avoid disagreeing with him or provoking his displeasure — even 

recently reportedly re-routing the President’s plane to avoid his 

seeing the Eiffel Tower lit up in Turkey’s colors on the visit of PM 

Erdogan (a decision made by the Paris city hall). After two years in 

office, many seasoned key Elysee staff are leaving for prestigious 

onward assignments as a reward for their hard work, raising 

questions as to whether new faces will be any more willing to point 

out when the emperor is less than fully dressed.

——————————————————————————————————————————

WORKING TOGETHER IN THE FUTURE

——————————————————————————————————————————

9. (C/NF) When he was elected in 2007, Sarkozy was among the

first French leaders to openly embrace the United States, despite a

U.S. administration very unpopular in Europe at the time. This was

due to Sarkozy’s conviction that France can accomplish more in

cooperation with, rather than opposition to, the United States.

When then-Senator and presidential candidate Obama came to

France in July 2008, Sarkozy cleared his schedule to meet with

him and further broke his own protocol rules and held a joint press

conference (a privilege normally reserved exclusively for visiting

heads of state). Sarkozy is prepared to be the U.S.’s key partner in

Europe and is hoping for intense regular contact with President

Obama (which enhances Sarkozy’s domestic stature and therefore

directly increases his ability to make hard decisions). French

journalists are pointing out with increasing frequency that

Sarkozy has not paid a White House call on President Obama, and

French officials are beginning to express concern over this
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perceived lack of high-level visits and other regular consultations.

Journalists and officials alike are expressing the concern that

France, and Europe as a whole, may be of less strategic importance

to the United States today (a view that, all things being equal, does

not enhance their incentives to work closely with us).

10. (C/NF) On strategic questions, Paris is frequently willing to back

U.S. positions, even in the face of general European reluctance.

Paris has welcomed U.S. efforts to “re-set” relations with Russia and

has consistently emphasized developing a common approach with

Washington toward Moscow. On Iran, Presidents Sarkozy remains

personally engaged and is willing to work intensely within Europe

(both institutionally in the EU and through efforts to persuade

individual countries to adopt national measures). On non-

proliferation and disarmament issues, the GOF has urged regular

consultations in the run up to the 2010 NPT Review Conference and

launch of discussions on a FMCT treaty. The most important thing

for French officials and Sarkozy himself is to feel like they are part

oQthe decision-making process and not simply called in to ratify

decisions after they have been made in Washington.

——————————————————————————————————————————

AFGHANISTAN: AN ILLUSTRATIVE CASE

——————————————————————————————————————————

PARIS 00001638 004 OF 004

11. (C/NF) Our effort to secure increased French contributions to

Afghanistan underlines how much decision-making power is

vested in the French president and how best we can work with him

to achieve desired results. Last year, on our request, President

Sarkozy went against all of his political and military advisors to

deploy a French OMLT to assist the Dutch forces in Uruzgan, a

critical reinforcement of a key ally. It was also Sarkozy alone who

made the decision to deploy an additional 700 troops at last year’s

Bucharest summit — at the time of the announcement, even key
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staff were still unsure what the final decision would be. This year,

in intense exchanges with all the major French players including

FM Kouchner, NSA-equivalent Levitte and French CHOD Georgelin,

each one expressed support for U.S. policy but were doubtful about

additional French financial or military resources, frequently citing

Sarkozy’s earlier statement of “no additional troops.”

12. (C/NF) However, following a direct conversation with President

Obama, President Sarkozy dropped the formerly firm “no” position

and moved forward more quickly and proactively than we

envisioned, opening the door to military reinforcements “in time”

and promising increased financial and training assistance.

Although the specifics are not yet provided, the personal outreach

to President Sarkozy made the difference between getting a

cautious bureaucratic response and a genuine commitment from a

key ally when we needed it. The French press led their reports

noting Sarkozy was the first foreign leader on Obama’s call sheet,

thereby increasing the pressure on Sarkozy to respond favorably.

——————————————————————————————————————————

COMMENT

——————————————————————————————————————————

13. (C/NF) Comment: As one of Europe’s most politically secure

leaders at the head of a country with significant ability to

contribute more to global problem-solving across a broad front,

from Afghanistan to climate change, economic stabilization, Iran,

and the Middle East Peace Process, Sarkozy represents a key actor

in the fulfillment of our shared policy goals. We will not always see

eye-to-eye, and differences on key issues (such as non-proliferation

and disarmament, which are seen as critical to French national

interests) are looming. However, though enhanced consultation

(including, and perhaps especially, at the highest levels), I believe

we can address these differences, minimize unhelpful proposals

and foster increased collaboration to better leverage French

interests to fulfill ours. France is a like-minded country with a
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major economy and the second-largest deployed military and

diplomatic forces in the world. By striking the right note in our

bilateral relationship, we can leverage Sarkozy’s strengths,

including his willingness to take a stand on unpopular issues, to be

a major contributor to U.S. goals. We must also recognize that

Sarkozy has an extraordinary degree of decision-making power

which is vested in him alone as the French president. In my

opinion it will necessitQe periodic PreQntial intervention to

reassure Sarkozy of our commitment as an ally and partner and,

in many cases, to close the deal. Sarkozy will remain a power to be

reckoned with in France and a significant driver of Europe for the

foreseeable future. It is clearly in our interest to work hard to

channel his energy and initiatives into a constructive form of

cooperation that enhances our ability to solve global issues

together. End comment. RIVKIN
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‘ BP IS  STEALING OUR OIL’ , 
AZERBAIJAN PRESIDENT TELLS US

Tuesday, 09 October 2007, 14:14

C O N F I D E N T I A L SECTION 01 OF 03 BAKU 001227 

SIPDIS 

SIPDIS 

VILNIUS PLEASE PASS TO MATT BRYZA 

EO 12958 DECL: 10/09/2017 

TAGS ENRG, PREL, PGOV, RS”>RS, TU, UP, KZ, PL, GG, LH, TX, AJ 

SUBJECT: PRESIDENT ALIYEV ON ENERGY ISSUES IN ADVANCE

OF THE VILNIUS ENERGY SUMMIT

REF: A. (A) BAKU 1224 B. (B) TBILISI 2498

Classified By: Ambassador Anne E. Derse. Reason: 1.4 (B)(D)

1. (C) SUMMARY: In a one-hour one-on-one meeting with the

Ambassador on October 8, President Aliyev outlined with

frustration current problems on energy in advance of the Vilnius

Summit. British Petroleum (BP) is “stealing our oil,” he asserted

sharply, seeking to put pressure on Azerbaijan to delay to 2010 the

advent of an 80/20 profit split due next year under the Azeri

Chirag Guneshli (ACG) Production Sharing Agreement (PSA) by

threatening to cut back on gas it provides to the GOAJ from the

ACG field from 3 bcm to 1.4 bcm. “Only Georgia will suffer” if BP

continues down this path, he warned, noting Azerbaijan’s

commitment, otherwise, to help Georgia on gas this winter. He said

the Georgian PM had promised him to enlist Washington’s help

with BP. He said BP had asked for time, until October 19, to resume 

talks. If a good response is not found, Azerbaijan “will make public 

that BP is stealing our oil,” Aliyev stated. Similarly, he said, 

Turkey’s 15 percent netback pricing scheme for gas transit is

“unacceptable” as it would require Azerbaijan to disclose to Turkey

sales agreements with customers in Europe and allow Turkey to

sell 15 percent of Azerbaijan’s gas to European markets. A transit

agreement is “not so urgent for us that we will accept unjustified

conditions from Turkey.”
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2. (C) Summary Continued: Azerbaijan has an MOU with Greece,

will soon launch talks with Italy, and will not allow Turkey to

“block the Azerbaijan-Europe partnership.” He said Turkmenistan

seems to want the trans-Caspian option to be implemented but “to

hide it from Russia.” Azerbaijan has shown “maximum

constructiveness” — offering its infrastructure to Turkmenistan

and pledging to serve as purely a transit country — but Azerbaijan

will not initiate next steps with Turkmenistan — “We cannot want

it more than they do.” Azerbaijan does support the Odessa-Brody-

Plotsk oil pipeline for political reasons (“Ukraine, Poland, Georgia

are friends to us.”) and will present a concrete plan on next steps

at a meeting in Vilnius with Ukraine, Poland, Lithuania, and

Georgia with the aim of making the project commercially feasible.

Aliyev asked that the U.S. try to deliver the message on the

unacceptability of the 15 percent netback pricing proposal to

Turkey. He continues to support Nazarbayev’s idea of a 3-way

summit between Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan as a

good signal and a way to strengthen 3-way relations, but will not

initiate the meeting. End Summary.

——————————————————————————————————————————

Georgian Winter Gas

——————————————————————————————————————————

3. (C) President Aliyev opened the discussion on energy by saying

that Azerbaijan will help Georgia this winter as it has in the past.

He said he confirmed this to the visiting Georgian PM during his 

September 27 visit to Baku. The GOAJ, however, is having some 

difficulties with BP, he said. Because the GOAJ halted negotiations 

on PSA extension and Shah Deniz development, BP is now “trying 

to put political pressure on us by cutting back on gas it is giving to 

Azerbaijan, from 3 bcm to 1.4 bcm.” But “only Georgia will suffer” 

from this step because the Shah Deniz gas they will receive from

Azerbaijan will not be enough. “If BP reduces the gas it is giving

Azerbaijan, Georgia will get less.” The Georgian PM, Aliyev said,

had told him he is aware of this danger, and had said he would talk
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to Washington to “get them to help us.” (See Ref. A for background

on Azerbaijan-BP negotiations.)

4. (C) Aliyev continued that “these things are inter-connected. If

BP is supportive and helpful, there will be no problem supplying

Georgia.” But the situation with BP is “unpleasant — they are

cheating us on the PSA profit split according to our calculations.”

The GOAJ believes that the profit split should have changed in the

second quarter of this year. “They are stealing our oil — they are

unilaterally changing the formula on the ROR (rate of return) so

the profit split will take place in 2010. SOCAR spoke to (BP

Azerbaijan head) Bill Schrader. BP asked for time, until October 19,

to come back to discussions.”

BAKU 00001227 002 OF 003

(Comment: BP Azerbaijan on October 9 had no news of an

impending visit by BP CEO, per Ref. B. End comment.) If there is

not a good response, “we’ll make public that BP is stealing our oil . .

. oil that belongs to Azerbaijan, because BP wants the 80/20 profit

split that should occur next year to be pushed to 2010.” The

Georgian situation, Aliyev repeated, “is connected to that.”

——————————————————————————————————————————

Turkey Transit Agreement

——————————————————————————————————————————

5. (C) Aliyev said that Azerbaijan rejects the Turks’ 15 percent

netback proposal. The Turkish formula would require Azerbaijan

to disclose to the GOT its commercial agreements with Greece,

Italy, and other European countries — “anywhere our gas goes.”

The netback pricing proposal is “not acceptable — it does not exist

in any other transit agreement. We would lose money and Turkey

could sell 15 percent of our oil to our markets. This is not fair. We’ll

pay an agreed transit tariff. We want to do it on the basis of best

international practice. Our position with Turkey is pretty strong. 

If they block an agreement, they are responsible. The Minister
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always says Turkey will do the necessary, but then does nothing.

We will not accept pressure.”

6. (C) Aliyev noted that it is Turkey and European consumers who

need the transit agreement. “It is not so urgent for us that we will

agree to unjustified conditions with Turkey.” Azerbaijan has

existing and adequate markets for its gas in Georgia and Turkey,

he noted. Aliyev asked that the U.S. “deliver (to Turkey) if it can,

this message. Turkey wants to get everything.” Turkey does not

understand that Azerbaijan has signed an MOU with Greece and

will soon start negotiations with Italy. “Turkey cannot block the

Azerbaijan-Europe partnership.” Aliyev said Finance Minister

Samir Sharifov’s proposal for USTDA technical assistance to

review best international practice in transit agreements was a

good one. Azerbaijan wants the transit agreement with Turkey to

be based on best international practice, not to “invent something

new.” He encouraged the U.S. to consider the technical assistance.

——————————————————————————————————————————

Turkmenistan and Trans-Caspian Gas

——————————————————————————————————————————

7. (C) Aliyev pointed to Turkmen President Berdimuhamedov’s

statement that he would “sell gas to Europe at Turkmenistan’s

border,” adding, however, that he had failed to specify which

border he was referring to — that with Russia, Iran, or the Caspian

Sea? Aliyev said it was his sense that Turkmenistan wants the

trans-Caspian option to be implemented but “wants to hide it from

Russia.” Azerbaijan, he said, has shown “maximum

constructiveness — we offered all our infrastructure; we said we’d

be a purely transit country, not do like Turkey is trying to do. But

we will not be more interested than they. I will not initiate a

meeting with Berdimuhamedov — it is not right to do.” Azerbaijan,

he repeated, “will not initiate discussions with Turkmenistan

because we do not need its gas — we cannot be seen to want it (the

trans-Caspian option) more than they do.”
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——————————————————————————————————————————

Odessa-Brody-Plotsk

——————————————————————————————————————————

8. (C) Azerbaijan has finalized its energy plan, Aliyev said.

Azerbaijan supported the Krakow Summit and the proposed Odessa-

Brody-Plotsk oil pipeline “even though the project is seen as

anti-Russian” because Ukraine, Poland and Georgia are friendly to

Azerbaijan. Aliyev said that the key is for Odessa-Brody-Plotsk to be

“commercially feasible.” For this reason, he had asked Energy

Minister Natiq Aliyev to prepare a concrete proposal for discussion

in Vilnius. This will include Azerbaijan’s joining as a shareholder in

the Sarmitia pipeline, and the launch of a feasibility study. In

addition, a joint trading company for Black Sea oil will be created.

With Supsa and Novorossisk, there is a great deal of Black Sea oil

available, Aliyev said. The key, he repeated, is to make the Odessa-

Brody-Plotsk project commercially feasible. Azerbaijan supports it

“more to show political support than any urgent need” economically.

BAKU 00001227 003 OF 003

——————————————————————————————————————————

Three-way Summit

——————————————————————————————————————————

9. (C) Aliyev said that Lithuanian PM Adamkus had told him in

Vilnius last month that Kazakhstan would not attend the Vilnius

Summit. He said, again with some frustration, that the idea of a 3-

way Azerbaijan-Turkmenistan-Kazakhstan summit was

Nazarbayev’s idea, but there has been no further progress on

taking it forward to his knowledge. With the clear implication that

Kazakhstan should take its idea forward, Aliyev said he still

believes such a trilateral meeting “would send a good signal,

strengthening our relations and could be a positive thing.”

10. (C) Comment: Aliyev was clearly frustrated and

uncharacteristically sharp in discussing Turkey, Turkmenistan

and especially BP, and disappointed with what he sees as

Kazakhstan’s equivocation. He repeated throughout the
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conversation that Azerbaijan’s interest in delivering gas to Europe

is strategic, driven by Azerbaijan’s desire for a deeper partnership

with Europe. He also underscored, in a clear reference to Russia,

that Azerbaijan “cannot be seen” to be more in the lead than others

in the region on gas issues. It will be important to reassure Aliyev

in Vilnius of the USG’s commitment to the southern corridor and to

working closely with Azerbaijan to realize it, and to encourage him

to find a productive way forward, in practical terms, with Turkey,

Turkmenistan and BP. Septel will provide further insights from

both BP and SOCAR on both the state of GOAJ-AIOC negotiations

and Azerbaijan’s ability to provide gas to Georgia this winter. 

End comment.
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FEARS OVER SAFETY OF PAKISTAN’S
NUCLEAR WEAPONS

Tuesday, 22 September 2009, 14:13

S E C R E T SECTION 01 OF 05 LONDON 002198 

NOFORN 

Classified By: Political Counselor Robin Quinville for reasons 1.4

(b) and (d).

1. (S/NF) Summary: Under Secretary Tauscher held meetings in

London on September 2-4 on the margins of the P5 Conference on

Confidence Building Measures Towards Nuclear Disarmament with

Foreign Secretary David Miliband, Simon McDonald, Head of the

Foreign and Defence Policy Secretariat at the Cabinet Office,

Mariot Leslie, Director General, Defence and Intelligence, Foreign

and Commonwealth Office (FCO), and Jon Day, MOD Director

General for Security Policy. The UK interlocutors expressed broad

support for USG goals with regard to nonproliferation and

disarmament and highlighted the need for close P3 and P5

coordination in the lead-up to the UNSC Heads of Goverment

Summit and the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) Review

Confererence (RevCon). They also predicted that UK arms control

policy would not be affected either by next year’s elections or the

upcoming Strategic Defense Review. McDonald cited the need to

get tough with Iran if it did not respond to overtures by the end of

September. U/S Tauscher expressed continued commitment to

ratification of the Defense Trade Treaty and noted that she is

working with the Senate to resolve questions concerning

implementation. End Summary

——————————————————————————————————————————

Welcoming U.S. Leadership

——————————————————————————————————————————

2. (S/NF) While in London for the September 3-4 P5 Conference on

Confidence Building Measures Towards Nuclear Disarmament, U/S
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Tauscher held separate meetings September 2-4 with Foreign

Secretary David Miliband, Simon McDonald, Head of the Foreign

and Defence Policy Secretariat at the Cabinet Office, Mariot Leslie,

Director General, Defence and Intelligence, Foreign and

Commonwealth Office (FCO), and Jon Day, MOD Director General

for Security Policy. The British interlocutors underscored that the

UK welcomes U.S. leadership on nonproliferation, disarmament

and arms control. FS Miliband expressed appreciation for

President Obama’s Prague speech, observing that the process for

getting to “a world at or close to zero in terms of nuclear arms is

not a straight line” but is long and complex. McDonald said that for

the last forty years the nuclear states have downplayed the

obligation to spread civil nuclear power and to disarm; President

Obama’s leadership presents an opportunity to change that

dynamic. DG Leslie observed that UK decision makers are “fired up

by how the President has made the (nonproliferation) agenda his

own.” Prime Minister Brown wants to “refresh and refurbish” the

Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT), she said. DG Day said he

was “delighted” that the U.S. has “resumed leadership” on

nonproliferation, arms control and disarmament.

——————————————————————————————————————————

Maintaining P3 and P5 Unity

——————————————————————————————————————————

3. (S/NF) Leslie stressed that the UK position is “really very

similar to your Administration on nearly everything.” The UK’s

goal is for the P5 to work well together but we should “not scare

the horses,” which means “not scaring off the French” and

“keeping the Chinese and Russians on board.” She acknowledged

that it was “hard to get everyone together” for the 9/3-4 P5

Conference, but expressed hope that it would help cement P5 unity

in the lead-up to the NPT Review Confererence (RevCon). Day

acknowledged that the 9/3-4 P5 Conference was not a vehicle

designed to make progress by “leaps and bounds.” He stressed that

“the engagement is valuable” and would help cement P5 unity.
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4. (S/NF) We need a strong, but unanimous, signal from the UN

Security Council (UNSC) at the UNSC Heads of Government

Summit, Simon McDonald stressed, noting that the first draft

resolution was a disappointment. The UK interlocutors agreed on

the importance of P5 unity at the summit, as well as on the

importance of close P3 and P5 coordination in the lead-up to the

summit and to the NPT RevCon. McDonald also observed that Libya

was on the UNSC and that the P5 should take positive note of the

fact that Libya has made a “strategic shift” on nuclear proliferation.

——————————————————————————————————————————

France and P3 Unity

——————————————————————————————————————————

5. (S/NF) DG Leslie said that the UK had done a “lot of hard work

and expressed a commitment to disarmament...and the French are

uncomfortable with this.” Leslie said that the UK “gets on well”

with the French, but the French are “excessively worried about

what they view as unilateral UK disarmament.” She said that P3

talks would help maintain P3 unity; “We need to reassure France,”

she said. Leslie characterized closer U.S.-France relations as

“extremely healthy.”

6. (S/NF) U/S Tauscher, Leslie, and Day agreed to regular P3

meetings, starting in October, to help cement P3 unity. French

interlocutors also agreed, during separate bilateral meetings with

Tauscher, on the importance of regular P3 consultations.

——————————————————————————————————————————

Missile Defense and the Nuclear Posture Review

——————————————————————————————————————————

7. (S/NF) U/S Tauscher described the Missile Defense review

underway in Washington, with emphasis on countering the Iranian

missile threat to Europe with proven technology. She also

described the Nuclear Posture Review (NPR), which would replace

the 2002 NPR and would address questions such as extended
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deterrence and security assurances. Her UK interlocutors

expressed considerable interest in both reviews, and she made

clear the U.S. would consult bilaterally and with NATO as soon as

the reviews progress to that point.

——————————————————————————————————————————

China, Pakistan

——————————————————————————————————————————

16. (S/NF) Leslie flagged the “inconvenient truth” that “China is

building its nuclear arsenal.” She evoked an arms race in the

Pacific in light of India’s nuclear program. Nonetheless, Leslie said

she was optimistic regarding China’s commitment to multilateral

cooperation and she suggested that the U.S. and the UK should

push China for progress “until they say ‘stop it’.” She noted that

the Chinese had “pretty much” said a year ago that if the U.S.

ratifies the CTBT, China would follow suit. Further, China has

“dumped” Pakistan in the Conference on Disarmament (CD), which

is a “good sign.” Tauscher urged P5 action to get Pakistan to stop

blocking progress in the CD on the Fissile Material Cut-off Treaty

(FMCT).

17. (S/NF) The UK has deep concerns about the safety and security 

of Pakistan’s nuclear weapons, and China could play a big role in 

stabilizing Pakistan, Leslie said. Pakistan has accepted nuclear 

safety help, but under the IAEA flag (albeit British technicians). 

The Pakistanis worry that the U.S. “will drop in and take their 

nukes,” Leslie said.

18. (S/NF) Day expressed support for the development of a “cold

war”-like relationship between India and Pakistan that would

“introduce a degree of certainty” between the two countries in

their dealings. He noted that recent intelligence indicates that

Pakistan “is not going in a good direction.” Pakistan sees the

debate about Afghanistan in the U.S. and the UK as demonstrating

that the allies lack the will to maintain their commitment there.
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The Pakistanis also believe that their recent successes against

extremists in the Swat valley validate their belief that they can

deal with their own internal problems without changing their

approach toward India. Day asked if the U.S. would be “obliged” to

cut relations with Pakistan if the military took over again; he said

that the last time the military assumed power the UK had

maintained military-to-military ties. Day also asked for the U.S.

perspective on Nawaz Sharif, whom he described as “potentially

less venal” than other Pakistani leaders.

SUSMAN
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DAVID MILIBAND PROVIDED ‘RARE
MOMENTS OF STAR POWER’ FOR 
PARTY MISSING BLAIR

Monday, 03 March 2008, 17:06

C O N F I D E N T I A L LONDON 000639 

SIPDIS 

SIPDIS 

NOFORN 

Classified By: Ambassador Robert Tuttle, reasons 1.4 b, d

1. (C/NF) Summary: The Labour Party Spring Conference, held

February 27 - March 2 in Birmingham, was characterized by low

energy, poor attendance, and a lack of charismatic leadership,

despite serving as a kick-off to the party’s campaign for the May 1

local elections in England and Wales. In his March 2 key note

speech, Prime Minister Brown emphasized the need to prepare for

the economy of the future and counted the opportunity costs for

Britain of poverty, substandard education, and poor health care

vowing that his “purposeful and progressive” government would

continue to battle those scourges. Brown’s vision excited no

opposition, but it excited no enthusiasm either at a pre-campaign

conference that suffered from low attendance and, seemingly,

straightened finances. Aimed primarily at Labour’s local level

activists, the conference focused on recruiting female candidates,

improving communications with minority communities, and

enhancing Labour’s performance in local government. Media

reporting focused on the irony that Secretary for Communities and

Local Government Hazel Blears lauded Mayor Ken Livingstone for

“revitalizing London” ahead of the hotly-contested May 1 mayoral

race, without recalling that only eight years ago Labour expelled

Livingstone from the party for insisting on running as an

independent. Foreign Secretary David Miliband provided rare

moments of star power for a party that seems increasingly to miss

Tony Blair’s charisma. End Summary.
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——————————————————————————————————————————

Brown: “Use the Opportunity of Power”

——————————————————————————————————————————

2. (C/NF) Labour’s Spring Conference February 27-March 2 in

Birmingham, billed as the launching event for the May 1 local

elections, featured a keynote speech by Prime Minister Gordon

Brown intended to fire up the Labour faithful. In the event,

Brown’s speech, eloquent as it was in articulating his vision of the

party’s purpose, failed to move the audience beyond more than

polite applause. Opening with an admission that the last few

months had been difficult, Brown talked about the series of

challenges his government had faced as soon as it came into office:

floods, foot and mouth disease, avian flu, and the global credit

crunch. He made no mention of the decision not to go to early

elections that precipitated Labour’s plummeting poll numbers (see

ref). Instead, Brown talked about the global economy of the future,

in which skilled workers and entrepreneurs would reap high-value

returns, and declared that higher standards of education would

equip Britons to succeed in globalized future economy. He

emphasized his view that poverty, particularly among children,

was a “scar on Britain,” and he graphically listed the ways in which

the denial of potential through inadequate health and education

costs Britain talent and achievement. A Labour government that

was “purposeful and progressive” (Brown slipped and said

“powerful and progressive” but corrected himself) had to use the

“opportunity of power” to bring the “power of opportunity” to those

elements of British society in need.

3. (SBU) While Brown’s speech focused largely on domestic issues,

he did extend his analysis to the costs of poverty to the rest of the

world, noting that 72 million children have no access to schools,

and vowing to eliminate diseases such as diphtheria, tuberculosis,

and malaria. Brown called for an extension of sanctions on Sudan

and for the release of Burmese dissident Aung San Suu Kyi.
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4. (SBU) In a Q&A session that followed Brown’s remarks, many of

the questions from the audience had to do with the Labour

government’s management of school standards and health care -

the bread and butter issues for Labour members at the local level.

(Embassy comment: Discussion of educational issues became

rather detailed: one Birmingham MP told Poloff that the “Labour

Party is made up of teachers,” explaining that their parochial

concerns tend to dominate party events. End comment.) Curiously,

given media reports of an imminent possible rebellion against the

government on pending security legislation to extend the legal

detention period from 28 to 42 days, the subjects of terrorism,

police powers, and civil liberties were not raised. And while Brown

pounded the Conservative Party on its plans for tax cuts and

opposition to the Lisbon Treaty’s plan for EU reform, he made little

reference to the upcoming battles for local councils in which the

Liberal Democrat Party poses as large a threat to Labour as do the

Tories. A number of “Labour Students” from Cardiff rose to say she

had been eight years old when Labour came to power, and asked

what should she tell people now about what makes Labour a

radical force? Brown reiterated his calls for ending poverty and

eliminating disease globally. A Palestinian asking what Brown

would do to end the conflict in Palestine provoked a rare outburst

of applause; Brown responded by noting a planned upcoming

investment conference.

——————————————————————————————————————————

Labour’s Financial Woes

——————————————————————————————————————————

5. (C/NF) The lack of energy that hung like a pall over the

keynote speech was evident elsewhere, either because of low

attendance or the party’s financial woes. Labour members

groused that conference organizers had chosen a bad weekend —

Welsh members stayed away to attend the March 1 St. David’s

Day festivities back home (St. David is the patron saint of Wales

and his feast day is a Welsh nationalist obligation). And the
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March 2 observance of Mother’s Day in Britain put many

prospective attendees in the position of choosing between the

Labour Party and their “mums.” Judging by the turnout, Mum

won in many cases. Labour Party workers, who have been living

on a shoestring for the past several years, were scarce on the

ground. Those who were present were not particularly motivated:

asked for a copy of the Prime Minister’s speech, one party worker

referred Poloff to the website version which, several hours later,

had not yet been updated to reflect extensive changes in delivery.

Some Labour members, noting the party’s financial straits, asked

why so much money had been spent on the Labour deputy leader

race in 2007, noting that the money raised by the candidates

would have been better spent to support the party’s local

campaigns this year.

——————————————————————————————————————————

Female Recruitment

——————————————————————————————————————————

6. (C) Organized around three key themes, the Conference 

focused on recruiting female candidates, improving

communications with minority communities, and enhancing

Labour’s performance on local government. The three areas were

selected with a view to preparing for local elections but there

seemed to be a disconnect between the state of those efforts and

the imminence of the May elections. Regarding women’s

empowerment, MP Barbara Follett provided advice on presenting

oneself effectively as a woman candidate to an audience of about

25 women that included only one prospective, not active,

candidate. (Embassy comment: While Labour rightly congratulates

itself on having more female MPs that the Tories, the

recruitment/empowerment process at the conference appeared to

be still in its early stages. End comment.) Local Labour

organizations and the trades unions, according to other speakers

on women’s issues, are where women have to rise through the

ranks without much help from the central party apparatus.
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——————————————————————————————————————————

Reaching out to Muslim Voters

——————————————————————————————————————————

7. (C) Ten people (including Poloff) showed up at an event aimed

at improving Labour outreach to Muslim communities. (Embassy

comment: Given Labour’s loss of Muslim support following the

Iraq War, the low turnout by party activists at this event was

inexplicable. End comment.) Manchester Councilor and former

Lord Mayor Afzal Khan provided recommendations to Labour

candidates looking for votes in Muslim communities, including:

use “As Salam Aleikum” as a greeting; don’t get hung up on

shaking hands with females; call into Muslim radio programs;

send cards for Muslim religious holidays; and wait outside

mosques on Friday to hand out leaflets. Labour MEP Gary Titley

from Bolton also provided the earnest advice to avoid assuming

that all Muslims hold identical views and to maintain links with

community-based organizations. One British Muslim from

Nottingham rose to describe what he felt was suppression of a

large Muslim contingent in his local Labour party; Khan told him

there was a democratic process and the Muslims in Nottingham

should use it.

8. (SBU) Secretary for Communities and Local Government Hazel

Blears led the way on Labour’s achievements in local government.

Birmingham’s revitalized town center, including the conference

center that was the venue for the event, were held up as Labour

achievements, as was London Mayor Ken Livingstone’s record in

“revitalizing London.” In break out groups, however, there was one

ominous session on “effective opposition.” Labour members

complained that for Labour councilors - who are on the front lines,

so to speak, against Tory and LibDem-dominated councils - there is

little or no support from the party in either substantive policy

terms or personal assistance.
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——————————————————————————————————————————

Miliband’s Star Power

——————————————————————————————————————————

9. (C/NF) In an otherwise low key conference, the frisson of

excitement whenever Foreign Secretary David Miliband appeared

was palpable. The European Parliament Labour Party lunch-time

event on the Lisbon Treaty that featured Miliband as speaker drew a

packed hall. He followed that appearance by a session with over a

hundred Labour Students who clearly idolized him. Stumbling into

what was belatedly revealed as a “private session,” Poloff heard

Miliband outline his criteria for a “successful country” of the future:

openness, empowerment of the whole population, and global

linkages. There is increasingly less of a distinction between foreign

and domestic policies, he told the students, and the challenge is to

mobilize people to change. The lessons of the 80s and 90s are that

“rainbow coalitions don’t work;” in order to mobilize “dynamic

forces,” political leaders must develop a unifying narrative or

ideology. In this respect, Labour must decide if it is the party of the

working class or the party of the middle class. Answering questions

on foreign policy, Miliband supported UN reform and noted the “real

issue” at the UN is the UN’s failure to deliver on its “responsibility to

protect,” because most threats to civilians come from their own

governments and not foreign invasions. He defended UK

participation in China’s Olympic games as an opportunity to shine a

light on “the real China, warts and all.” He emphasized that Iran

represented dangers not just in nuclear weapons development and

support for terrorism but also through its own domestic human

rights practices; for example, he noted that Iran has the highest per

capita rate of capital punishment in the world.

——————————————————————————————————————————

Comment

——————————————————————————————————————————

10. (C/NF) Labour members have been increasingly asking

themselves the same question raised by the student from Cardiff:
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what makes Labour “radical” after nearly 11 years in government?

For a party that still contains a large element who feel more 

comfortable in opposition, such self-questioning contributes to a 

feeling of post-Blair rudderlessness. Even though Blair ended up 

unpopular, he was the sun around which the party orbited, and his 

speeches, no matter the content, sparked an emotional response. 

Brown’s earnest and praiseworthy vision excites no opposition and 

yet it seems to excite no great enthusiasm either. With two months 

to go before local elections, a financially-constrained Labour hardly

seemed on the verge of mobilizing for a campaign that will not only

determine Labour’s fortunes on the local level, but may also affect

Gordon Brown’s own tenure as leader. The poorly attended

conference lacked the buzz that a strong parliamentary party

representation would have provided and, Miliband’s star power

notwithstanding, there was no catwalk of prospective challengers

to Brown. But the irony of Labour’s holding up Ken Livingstone as

a model of Labour achievement, only eight years after his

expulsion from the party for running for London mayor as an

independent, was not lost on the UK media.

TUTTLE
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MOSCOW MAYOR OVERSEES 
CORRUPT SYSTEM, SAYS US

Friday, 12 February 2010, 15:39

S E C R E T SECTION 01 OF 03 MOSCOW 000317 

SIPDIS 

EO 12958 DECL: 02/11/2020 

TAGS PGOV, PREL, PHUM, PINR, ECON, KDEM, KCOR, RS”>RS 

SUBJECT: THE LUZKHOV DILEMMA 

Classified By: Ambassador John R. Beyrle. Reason: 1.4 (b), (d).

1. (C) Summary: Moscow Mayor Yuriy Luzhkov remains a loyal

member of United Russia, with a reputation for ensuring that the

city has the resources it needs to function smoothly. Questions

increasingly arise regarding Luzhkov’s connections to the criminal

world and the impact of these ties on governance. Luzhkov

remains in a solid position due to his value as a consistent

deliverer of votes for the ruling party. Unfortunately, the shadowy

world of corrupt business practices under Luzhkov continues in

Moscow, with corrupt officials requiring bribes from businesses

attempting to operate in the city. End Summary.

——————————————————————————————————————————

Overview: The Kremlin’s Luzhkov Dilemma

——————————————————————————————————————————

2. (C) Moscow Mayor Yuriy Luzhkov is the embodiment of political

dilemma for the Kremlin. A loyal, founding member of United

Russia and a trusted deliverer of votes and influence for the ruling

party and its leader, Prime Minister Putin, Luzhkov’s connections

to Moscow’s business community — the big and legitimate as well

as the marginal and corrupt — has enabled him to call for support

when he needs it, to deliver votes for United Russia, or to ensure

that the city has the resources it needs to function smoothly.

Luzhkov’s national reputation as the man who governs the

ungovernable, who cleans the streets, keeps the Metro running

and maintains order in Europe’s largest metropolis of almost 
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11 million people, earns him a certain amount of slack from

government and party leaders. He oversaw what even United

Russia insiders acknowledge was a dirty, compromised election for

the Moscow City Duma in October, and yet received only a slap on

the wrist from President Medvedev.

3. (C) Muscovites are increasingly questioning the standard

operating procedures of their chief executive, a man who, as of

2007, they no longer directly elect. Luzhkov’s connections to the

criminal world and the impact that these ties have had on

governance and development in Moscow are increasingly a matter

of public discussion. Although Luzhkov was successful in winning

court-ordered damages from opposition leader Boris Nemtsov for

his recent publication “Luzhkov: An Accounting,” Nemtsov and his

Solidarity-movement allies were heartened by the fact that the

judge did not award damages on the basis of the corruption

accusations themselves, but rather on a libel technicality.

4. (C) Few believe that Luzhkov will voluntarily relinquish his post

prior to 2012, when the Moscow City Duma must submit a list of

mayoral candidates to Medvedev for his selection. United Russia

will probably call on Luzhkov’s political machine and his genuine

public support to deliver votes for them in the 2011 State Duma

elections, as well as the 2012 Presidential contest. With no

apparent successor in line, and with no ambitions beyond

remaining mayor, Luzhkov is in a solid position. The evidence of his

involvement — or at least association — with corruption remains

significant. This cable presents that side of Luzhkov — one that

bears not only on Luzhkov and his handling of local politics, but on

Putin and Medvedev as they move toward the 2012 elections.

——————————————————————————————————————————

Background on Moscow’s Criminal World

——————————————————————————————————————————

5. (C) The Moscow city government’s direct links to criminality
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have led some to call it “dysfunctional,” and to assert that the

government operates more as a kleptocracy than a government.

Criminal elements enjoy a “krysha” (a term from the

criminal/mafia world literally meaning “roof” or protection) that

runs through the police, the Federal Security Service (FSB),

Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD), and the prosecutor’s office, as

well as throughout the Moscow city government bureaucracy.

Analysts identify a three-tiered structure in Moscow’s criminal

world. Luzhkov is at the top. The FSB, MVD, and militia are at the

second level. Finally, ordinary criminals and corrupt inspectors

are at the lowest level. This is an inefficient system in which

criminal groups fill a void in some areas because the city is not

providing some services.

6. (C) XXXXXXXXXXXX told us that Moscow’s ethnic criminal

groups do business and give paybacks. It is the federal

headquarters of the parties, not the criminal groups, who decide

who will participate in politics. XXXXXXXXXXXX argued that the

political parties are the ones with the political clout; therefore,

they have some power over these criminal groups.

MOSCOW 00000317 002 OF 003

Crime groups work with municipal bureaucrats, but at a low level.

For example, the Armenians and Georgians were formerly heavily

involved in the gambling business before city officials closed the

gambling facilities. These ethnic groups needed protection from

law enforcement crackdowns, so they sought cooperation with the

municipal bureaucrats. In such scenarios, crime groups paid the

Moscow police for protection.

——————————————————————————————————————————

Luzhkov’s Links to Criminal Figures

——————————————————————————————————————————

7. (S) XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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8. (S) According to XXXXXXXXXXXX, Luzhkov used criminal

money to support his rise to power and has been involved with

bribes and deals regarding lucrative construction contracts

throughout Moscow. XXXXXXXXXXXX told us that Luzhkov’s

friends and associates (including recently deceased crime boss

Vyacheslav Ivankov and reputedly corrupt Duma Deputy

XXXXXXXXXXXX) are “bandits.” XXXXXXXXXXXX.

XXXXXXXXXXXX said that the Moscow government has links to

many different criminal groups and it regularly takes cash bribes

from businesses. The people under Luzhkov maintain these

criminal connections. Recently, ultranationalist LDPR opposition

party leader Vladimir Zhirinovskiy strongly criticized Luzhkov

and called for him to step down, claiming that Luzhkov’s

government was the “most criminal” in Russian history. This

remarkable denunciation, carried on state TV flagship Channel

One, was widely seen as an indirect Kremlin rebuke of Luzhkov.

9. (S) XXXXXXXXXXXX told us everyone knows that Russia’s

laws do not work. The Moscow system is based on officials making

money. The government bureaucrats, FSB, MVD, police, and

prosecutor’s offices all accept bribes. XXXXXXXXXXXX stated

that everything depends on the Kremlin and he thought that

Luzhkov, as well as many mayors and governors, pay off key

insiders in the Kremlin. XXXXXXXXXXXX argued that the

vertical works because people are paying bribes all the way to the

top. He told us that people often witness officials going into the

Kremlin with large suitcases and bodyguards, and he speculated

that the suitcases are full of money. The governors collect money

based on bribes, almost resembling a tax system, throughout their

regions. XXXXXXXXXXXX described how there are parallel

structures in the regions in which people are able to pay their

leaders. For instance, the FSB, MVD, and militia all have distinct

money collection systems. Further, XXXXXXXXXXXX told us

that deputies generally have to buy their seats in the government.

They need money to get to the top, but once they are there, their
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positions become quite lucrative money making opportunities.

Bureaucrats in Moscow are notorious for doing all kinds of illegal

business to get extra money.

10. (S) According to XXXXXXXXXXXX, Luzhkov is following

orders from the Kremlin to not go after Moscow’s criminal groups.

For example, XXXXXXXXXXXX argued that it was only a public

relations stunt from Putin to close gambling. XXXXXXXXXXXX

said he did not see the sense in suitcases of money going into the

Kremlin since it would be easier to open a secret account in

Cyprus. He speculated that the Moscow police heads have a secret

war chest of money. XXXXXXXXXXXX said that this money is

likely used to solve problems that the Kremlin decides, such as

rigging elections. It can be accessed as a resource for when orders

come from above, for example, for bribes or to pay off people when

necessary. XXXXXXXXXXXX postulated that the Kremlin might

say to a governor that he can rule a certain territory but in

exchange he must do what the Kremlin says.

11. (C) Notwithstanding Luzhkov’s solid position, some of our

contacts believe that cracks have appeared in his armor, due

MOSCOW 00000317 003 OF 003

to his corrupt activities. XXXXXXXXXXXX told us that Luzhkov

has many enemies because his wife has the most lucrative

business deals in Moscow and many people think Luzhkov has

received too much money. XXXXXXXXXXXX. XXXXXXXXXXXX

asserted that Luzhkov is “on his way out,” although he

acknowledged that the Kremlin has not identified a suitable

replacement yet. Issues such as corruption and traffic congestion

have, to a certain degree, eroded Luzhkov’s popularity. Putin,

XXXXXXXXXXXX said, will likely pick the quietest and least

expected person to replace Luzhkov.
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——————————————————————————————————————————

In Moscow, Everyone Needs a “Krysha”

——————————————————————————————————————————

12. (C) According to many observers, the lawless criminal climate

in Russia makes it difficult for businesses to survive without being

defended by some type of protection. XXXXXXXXXXXX explained

how bribes work in Moscow: a cafe owner pays the local police chief

via cash through a courier. He needs to pay a certain negotiated

amount over a certain profit. The high prices of goods in Moscow

cover these hidden costs. Sometimes people receive “bad

protection” in the sense that the “krysha” extorts an excessive

amount of money. As a result, they cannot make enough of a profit

to maintain their businesses. If people attempt to forego

protection, they will instantly be shut down. For example, officials

from the fire or sanitation service will appear at the business and

invent a violation. According to XXXXXXXXXXXX, everyone has

bought into the idea of protection in Moscow, so it has become a

norm. In general, Muscovites have little freedom to speak out

against corrupt activities and are afraid of their leaders.

13. (C) XXXXXXXXXXXX explained that Moscow business

owners understand that it is best to get protection from the MVD

and FSB (rather than organized crime groups) since they not only

have more guns, resources, and power than criminal groups, but

they are also protected by the law. For this reason, protection from

criminal gangs is no longer so high in demand. Police and MVD

collect money from small businesses while the FSB collects from

big businesses. According to XXXXXXXXXXXX, the FSB “krysha”

is allegedly the best protection. He told us that, while the MVD and

FSB both have close links to Solntsevo, the FSB is the real “krysha”

for Solntsevo. This system is not an incentive for smaller

businesses and nobody is immune; even rich people who think they

are protected get arrested. According to Transparency

International’s 2009 survey, bribery costs Russia USD 300 billion

a year, or about 18 percent of its gross domestic product.
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XXXXXXXXXXXX argued that the “krysha” system has led to an

erosion of police internal discipline. For instance, young police

officers spend their money buying luxury vehicles that a normal

worker could never afford.

——————————————————————————————————————————

Comment

——————————————————————————————————————————

14. (S) Despite Medvedev’s stated anti-corruption campaign, the 

extent of corruption in Moscow remains pervasive with Mayor 

Luzhkov at the top of the pyramid. Luzhkov oversees a system in 

which it appears that almost everyone at every level is involved in 

some form of corruption or criminal behavior. Putin and 

Medvedev’s dilemma is deciding when Luzhkov becomes a bigger

liability than asset. While public sentiment against Luzhkov has

grown since the “tainted” elections in October 2009, United

Russia’s leadership knows that he has been a loyal supporter who

can deliver voter support. Ousting Luzhkov before he is ready to go

could create major difficulties because he could link others in the

government to the corruption. While reforming Luzhkov’s

questionable activities might seem like the right thing to do, for

now keeping him in place, efficiently running the city, is United

Russia’s best option. Ultimately, the tandem will put Luzhkov out

to pasture, like it has done with fellow long-term regional leaders

like Sverdlovsk oblast governor Edward Rossel and Tatarstan

President Mintimir Shaymiyev.

BEYRLE
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ALCOHOL-SODDEN LUNCH HELPED 
US-TAJIK MILITARY RELATIONS

Tuesday, 01 August 2006, 12:12

C O N F I D E N T I A L SECTION 01 OF 02 DUSHANBE 001464 

SIPDIS 

SIPDIS 

STATE FOR SCA/CEN, EUR/RUS, EUR/CARC, PM, S/P 

EO 12958 DECL: 8/1/2016 

TAGS PGOV, PREL, MARR, GG, RS”>RS, TI 

SUBJECT: OLD-GUARD TAJIK MINISTER OF DEFENSE OBSESSES

ON NATO, GEORGIA

DUSHANBE 00001464 001.2 OF 002

CLASSIFIED BY: Richard E. Hoagland, Ambassador, Embassy

Dushanbe, State Department. REASON: 1.4 (b), (d)

1. (C) SUMMARY: The Ambassador endured a three-hour-plus one-

on-one lunch August 1 with Tajikistan’s Minister of Defense Sherali

Khairulloyev. Apart from the general conversation, the minister

apologized for previous mil-mil relations that didn’t meet

expectations; harped repeatedly on NATO, Georgia, and

Saakashvili; and asserted the Shanghai Cooperation Organization

must become a military bloc to face down NATO. By the end of the

alcohol-sodden lunch, the minister was slurring and unsteady on

his feet. We suspect President Rahmonov ordered the minister to

host this farewell lunch. While it was rather unusual in many

respects, we believe it helped place another brick in the wall of

U.S.-Tajikistan military relations. END SUMMARY

2. (C) Defense Minister Khairulloyev apologized several times for

“misunderstandings and missed opportunities” in the past in U.S.-

Tajik military relations. He asserted repeatedly that he expects an

increasingly smooth and productive relationship. He said he has

come to understand Tajikistan must have a number of equal

partners, not just one [Russia], if it is to propser.
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3. (C) Minister Khairulloyev returned several times to NATO and

Georgia. He repeatedly asked, “Why does NATO want a country like

Georgia? Even the Warsaw Pact didn’t subsume losers!” He asked if

NATO will improve Georgia’s “hopeless” economy. He asked why the

United States “indulges the adolescent” President Saakashvili. The

only possibly explanation, he asserted, is to “stick your finger in

Moscow’s eye.” He added, “When Stalin created the Georgian

Socialist Republic, he threw in Abkhazia and South Ossetia because

Georgians on their own were a ‘fly speck.’ Without Abhkazia and

South Ossetia,” he alleged, “Georgia has no hope of existing.”

4. (C) Khairulloyev volunteered that the Shanghai Cooperation

Organization (SCO) has to develop to become a military bloc “with

one-third of the world’s population” to face down NATO. The

Ambassador asked why Russia and the former Soviet republics

view NATO as an enemy. Khairulloyev hoisted himself up and

declared, “When the Warsaw Bloc disintergrated, of course a new

bloc emerged for world domination. That’s the historical dialectic.

It’s now time to confront NATO.”

——————————————————————————————————————————

COLOR

——————————————————————————————————————————

5. (C) This lunch took place in Minister Khairulloyev’s private

dining room off his recently renovated private office. He emphasized

that he seldom receives guests in his private office and, especially,

that only one other ambassador had ever dined in his private dining

room - former Russian Ambassador Maksim Peshkov.

6. (C) The Ambassador lost track of the toasts after the tenth. His 

shot-glass held vodka. The minister’s high-ball glass was kept filled 

with un-cut Scotch. Late into the lunch, the minister was slurring 

badly and was not walking a straight line. Nevertheless, as the 

Ambassador kept attempting a gracious retreat, the Minister

insisted on showing him “secret rooms” in the ministry. Each
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“secret room” was merely another public conference room with a

large fresh flower display and - again and again - another round of

toasts set out.

——————————————————————————————————————————

COMMENT

——————————————————————————————————————————

6. (C) This bizarre event was curious, because U.S.-Tajik military

relations have incrementally been improving, especially with the

National Guard, but also with the Russia-centric Ministry of

Defense. Khairulloyev continues to make clear he serves at the

pleasure of President Rahmonov and may be replaced after the

November presidential election. Although this drunk-fest is how

many old-guard former Soviets do mutual business, it was most

unusual for an American guest. It was, to a degree, a mark of

respect. We would not be surprised if President Rahmonov had

ordered Khairulloyev to “do something for the departing

Ambassador,” and we rather wonder if this may have been a sort of

valedictory by an old-guard security minister who suspects his

days of service are numbered. Whatever, we were pleased to have

drunk Khairulloyev well under the table. END COMMENT.

HOAGLAND
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THE ECCENTRICITIES OF 
GADAFFI REVEALED

Tuesday, 29 September 2009, 17:21

S E C R E T SECTION 01 OF 02 TRIPOLI 000771 

NOFORN 

SIPDIS 

STATE FOR NEA/MAG AND INR. 

EO 12958 DECL: 9/29/2019 

TAGS PREL, PGOV, LY, PINR 

SUBJECT: A GLIMPSE INTO LIBYAN LEADER QADHAFI’S

ECCENTRICITIES 

CLASSIFIED BY: XXXXXXXXXXXX, Ambassador, U.S. Embassy

Tripoli, Department of State. REASON: 1.4 (b), (d)

1. (S/NF) Summary: Recent first-hand experiences with Libyan

Leader Muammar al-Qadhafi XXXXXXXXXXXX primarily in

preparation for his UNGA trip, provided rare insights into 

Qadhafi’s inner circle and personal proclivities. Qadhafi appears to 

rely heavily on XXXXXXXXXXXX and reportedly cannot travel 

with his senior Ukrainian nurse, Galyna XXXXXXXXXXXX. He 

also appears to have an intense dislike or fear of staying on upper 

floors, reportedly prefers not to fly over water, and seems to enjoy 

horse racing and flamenco dancing. His recent travel may also 

suggest a diminished dependence on his legendary female guard 

force, as only one woman bodyguard accompanied him to New York.

End Summary.

——————————————————————————————————————————

QADHAFI’S PERSONALITY REFLECTED IN HIS PHOBIAS

——————————————————————————————————————————

2. (S/NF) Muammar al-Qadhafi has been described as both

mercurial and eccentric, and our recent first-hand experiences

with him and his office, primarily in preparation for his UNGA trip,

demonstrated the truth of both characterizations. From the
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moment Qadhafi’s staff began to prepare for his travel to the

United States, XXXXXXXXXXXX various proclivities and phobias

began to reveal themselves in every logistical detail. When

applying for Qadhafi’s visa, protocol staff asked whether it was

necessary for the Leader to submit a portrait of himself that fit

consular application regulations, noting that his photo was

displayed throughout the city and that anyone of hundreds of

billboards could be photographed and shrunken to fit the

application’s criteria. When the rule was enforced, protocol staff

reluctantly conceded to take a portrait of the Leader specifically

for the visa application.

3. (S/NF) XXXXXXXXXXXX informed us that the Leader must

stay on the first floor of any facility that was rented for him.

(XXXXXXXXXXXX told XXXXXXXXXXXX that Qadhafi could

not climb more than 35 steps.) XXXXXXXXXXXX cited this

requirement as the primary reason that the Libyan residence in

New Jersey was selected as the preferred accommodation site

rather than the Libyan PermRep’s residence in New York

City.XXXXXXXXXXXX also sought to find accommodations with

room to pitch Qadhafi’s Bedouin tent, Qadhafi’s traditional site 

for receiving visitors and conducting meetings, as it offers him a

non-verbal way of communicating that he is a man close to his

cultural roots.

4. (S/NF) Qadhafi’s dislike of long flights and apparent fear of

flying over water also caused logistical headaches

XXXXXXXXXXXX explained that the Libyan delegation would

arrive from Portugal, as Qadhafi “cannot fly more than eight

hours” and would need to overnight in Europe prior to continuing

his journey to New York. XXXXXXXXXXXX also revealed in the

same conversation that Qadhafi does not like to fly over water.

Presumably for similar reasons, Qadhafi’s staff also requested a

stop in Newfoundland to break his travel from Venezuela to Libya

on September 29. [Note: The Government of Canada recently
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confirmed that the Libyan delegation canceled plans to stop in

Newfoundland. End Note.]

——————————————————————————————————————————

DEPENDENCIES: RELIANCE ON A SELECTIVE GROUP OF

INDIVIDUALS

——————————————————————————————————————————

5. (S/NF) Qadhafi appears to be almost obsessively dependent on a

small core of trusted personnel. XXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXX appears to play an equally important role in

Qadhafi’s personal retinueXXXXXXXXXXXX We constantly hear

that XXXXXXXXXXXX also plays a key role XXXXXXXXXXXX

also seems to have been tasked with insuring that the Leader’s

image is well-preserved through the full array of carefully-planned

media events.

6. (S/NF) Finally, Qadhafi relies heavily on his long-time Ukrainian

nurse, Galyna XXXXXXXXXXXX, who has been described as a

“voluptuous blonde.” Of the rumored staff of four Ukrainian nurses

that cater to the Leader’s health and well-being,

XXXXXXXXXXXX emphasized to multiple Emboffs that Qadhafi

cannot travel without XXXXXXXXXXXX, as she alone “knows his

routine.” When XXXXXXXXXXXX’s late visa application resulted

in her Security Advisory Opinion being received on the day

Qadhafi’s party planned to travel to the U.S., the Libyan

Government sent a private jet to ferry her from Libya to Portugal to

meet up with the Leader during his rest-stop. Some embassy

contacts have claimed that Qadhafi and the 38 year-old

XXXXXXXXXXXX have a romantic relationship. While he did not

comment on such rumors, a XXXXXXXXXXXX recently confirmed

that the Ukrainian nurses “travel everywhere with the Leader.”

——————————————————————————————————————————

PREFERENCES - FROM DANCING TO HORSEMAN

——————————————————————————————————————————

7. (S/NF) In addition to the personality quirks revealed through
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Qadhafi’s travel to New York, the Qadhafi’s preferences for dancing

and cultural performances were displayed over the last month. The

three-day spectacle of his 40th anniversary in power included

performances by dance troupes from Ukraine, Tunisia, Algeria,

Egypt, and Morocco, as well as musical performances by bands

from Mexico, Russia, New Zealand, and a number of other nations.

Qadhafi appeared particularly enthralled by Tuareg horse racing

during two of the events, clapping and smiling throughout the

races. The flamenco dancers that participated in his celebratory

events appeared to spark a similar interest, as Qadhafi decided to

stop in Seville (for a “personal trip” according to the Spanish

Ambassador here) on his way back to Libya from Venezuela

specifically to attend a flamenco dance performance. [Note: That

stop has reportedly been scrapped for unknown reasons. End note.]

——————————————————————————————————————————

NO NEW YORK PHOTO OPS - QADHAFI LEAVES FEMALE GUARDS

AT HOME

——————————————————————————————————————————

8. (S/NF) While Qadhafi’s reported female guard force has become

legendary, it played no role in his travels to New York. Only one

female guard was included among the approximately 350-person

strong Libyan delegation to New York. This is the same female

bodyguard who sticks close to Qadhafi in his domestic and

international public appearances and may, in fact, play some sort

of formal security role. Observers in Tripoli speculate that the

female guard force is beginning to play a diminished role among

the Leader’s personal security staff.

9. (S/NF) Comment: Qadhafi’s state visits and appearances at

various conferences and summits, both at home and abroad, have

revealed greater details about his personality and character. While

it is tempting to dismiss his many eccentricities as signs of

instability, Qadhafi is a complicated individual who has managed to

stay in power for forty years through a skillful balancing of
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interests and realpolitik methods. Continued engagement with

Qadhafi and his inner circle is important not only to learn the

motives and interests that drive the world’s longest serving

dictator, but also to help overcome the misperceptions that

inevitably accumulated during Qadhafi’s decades of isolation. As

XXXXXXXXXXXX told us, pointing to a larger-than-life portrait of

Qadhafi, “When you have been isolated for so long, it is important

to communicate.” End comment.
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